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ABSTRACT

Marine phytoplankton are important players in the global ecosystem, contributing up to 50%
of global primary productivity. Predation by microzooplankton is one of the most important sources
of mortality for phytoplankton. However, phytoplankton defenses against predators are not well
understood despite their expected importance. I tested for inducible defenses in the coccolithophore
Emiliania huxleyi, an abundant and ecologically important bloom-forming species with a
heteromorphic haploid-diploid life cycle, against the common ciliate predator, Strombidinopsis
acuminatum. The calcifying diploid and non-calcifying, flagellated haploid phases of E. huxleyi likely
occupy different ecological niches, potentially explaining the maintenance of haploid-diploidy in this
species. The role of the haploid phase in the ecology of E. huxleyi remains little studied. I
hypothesized that the two phases are differently defended against predation. To test this, I first
exposed haploid and diploid E. huxleyi to ciliate predators for 24 hr. I then compared ciliate ingestion
rates on predator-exposed prey to rates on naïve prey over the course of 30 min. I quantified ingestion
by counting the prey inside ciliate food vacuoles under epifluorescence microscopy at three time
points (5, 10, and 30 min). Prey were considered to have a defense response when ingestion rates on
naïve cells were higher than ingestion rates on predator-exposed cells. Haploid E. huxleyi, although
ingested at a lower rate than the larger diploid cells, had the strongest defense response. Diploid E.
huxleyi had little to no defense response. The defense response in haploid E. huxleyi was dependent
on nutrient availability. Ingestion rates on nutrient-replete haploid cells were reduced by 25 - 43%
when previously exposed to the ciliate predator. In contrast, nutrient-limited haploid cells showed no
evidence of a defense response within 30 min. I found that this defense was specific to haploid E.
huxleyi and that the presence of defended E. huxleyi did not reduce ciliate ingestion on another prey
species (Heterocapsa triquetra). To my knowledge this is the first demonstration of an inducible
iv

defense system in the Coccolithophoridae, although the mechanism of defense remains unknown. The
question of this species’ success as a common and bloom-forming phytoplankter may be answered in
part by the haploid-diploid life cycle and an accompanying ability to separate traits for rapid
growth/bloom formation and predator defense into two morphologically distinct phases, allowing this
species to enjoy the best of both worlds and a wide ecological range.
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INTRODUCTION

Marine phytoplankton are important players in the global ecosystem, contributing up to 50%
of global primary productivity and strongly influencing biogeochemical cycling (Falkowski et al.,
1998; Field et al., 1998). Predation by microzooplankton, a group consisting of hetero- and
mixotrophic protists and some metazoan larvae in the 20-200 m size range, is now understood to be
one of the most important causes of mortality for phytoplankton. A worldwide estimated average of
67% of phytoplankton daily production is consumed by microzooplankton (Calbet and Landry, 2004;
Sherr and Sherr, 2002). Defenses against consumers, while well-characterized and known to be
common in terrestrial plants (Howe and Jander, 2008), are not well understood in the phytoplankton
despite their expected importance (Van Donk et al., 2011; Wolfe, 2000). However, several chemical,
mechanical, and behavioral defenses against consumers have been proposed or demonstrated in the
phytoplankton (see reviews by Van Donk et al., 2011; Wolfe, 2000). Mounting evidence points to
complex predator-prey interactions as important processes controlling the structure and function of
marine planktonic communities. I investigated an inducible defense system in the coccolithophore
Emiliania huxleyi, an ecologically important species with a heteromorphic haploid-diploid life cycle.
Defenses against predators can be constitutive (always present) or inducible (activated in the
presence of predators). Constitutive defenses have the advantage of offering continuous protection;
however, some defenses are too costly to maintain when they are not needed. Inducible defenses are
often more advantageous because they can be activated when needed, conserving resources under
conditions of low predation pressure (Agrawal, 1998; Van Donk et al., 2011). Effective inducible
defenses require an ability to accurately detect the threat of predation and respond with defense
activation on a timescale appropriate to the threat (Amsler, 2001; Van Donk et al., 2011). Inducible
defenses are well known in terrestrial plants, in which the production of noxious or toxic chemical
compounds in response to insect wounding is common (e.g. Green and Ryan, 1972; see reviews by

Howe and Jander, 2008; Kessler and Baldwin, 2002). More recently, there have been a handful of
examples of similar defenses found in marine macroalgae that inhibit grazing by small crustaceans
and gastropods (see reviews by Amsler, 2001; Hay, 1996; Hay, 1997).
Plant and macroalgae defense theories have been broadly applied to the phytoplankton. For
example, the production of polyunsaturated aldehydes in diatoms (the consumption of which reduces
reproductive success in copepods) is widely cited as a defense mechanism allowing diatoms to
proliferate (e.g. Ban et al., 1997). Under this model, defense metabolites act on predators having
already consumed the producing prey cell. However, this model of defense strategy, analogous to
those commonly found in land plants and macroalgae, has been seriously criticized. Defense
strategies of single-celled phytoplankton are likely to be quite different from those of multicellular
plants and algae for one key reason: while individual plants and macroalgae can survive loss of
biomass due to herbivore grazing, predominantly single-celled phytoplankton receive little or no
evolutionary benefit from the production of predator deterrents or toxins that cause harm to a predator
after ingestion (Flynn and Irigoien, 2009; Lewis, 1986; Pohnert et al., 2007; Thornton, 2002; Wolfe,
2000). Instead, predator deterrent mechanisms that are detectable by a predator prior to ingestion of
the producing cell and that cause the predator to select different prey are more adaptive because
individual survival is increased and competitors are removed (Wolfe, 2000). Thus, to be
evolutionarily selectable, a defense mechanism must not only act on the predator, but also confer a
benefit to the producing individuals that outweighs the costs (Agrawal, 1998). The costs may include
metabolic or nutritional costs directly associated with mounting the defense as well as ecological
costs, particularly the potential of the defense response to benefit competitors. An inducible defense
that fits the above criteria has been extensively investigated in the freshwater planktonic crustacean
Daphnia. In the presence of waterborne cues from preyed-upon conspecifics, Daphnia transition to a
morphologically defended phenotype that is more difficult to ingest (e.g. Stabell et al., 2003). A few
inducible defenses have recently been described in freshwater and marine phytoplankton, including
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the toxin-producing cyanobacterium Microcystis sp. (Jang et al., 2007), the colony-forming
prymnesiophyte Phaeocystis sp. (Long et al., 2007), and the toxin-producing dinoflagellate
Alexandrium sp. (Selander et al., 2006). In the case of the toxin producers, predators apparently
recognize some indicator of prey toxicity and avoid ingestion of toxic prey. In the case of Phaeocystis
sp., increased or decreased colony size creates size-mismatch problems for predators with different
handling capacities.
Several researchers have found evidence supporting a chemical defense strategy related to the
production of β-dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) in the calcifying phytoplankter E. huxleyi.
Rather than acting through toxicity, DMSP is hypothesized to act as a chemical signal deterring
predators from consuming the producing cell (Fredrickson and Strom, 2009; Strom et al., 2003b;
Wolfe et al., 1997). DMSP has also been shown to be inhibitory to feeding microzooplankton
(Fredrickson and Strom, 2009; Strom et al., 2003). However, definitive evidence is lacking that
DMSP is a targeted defense system rather than simply a compound with other key cellular functions
such as stress response or osmotic balance (Sunda et al., 2002). An inducible defense involving
increased DMSP release by E. huxleyi upon exposure to predator signals and a corresponding
reduction in predator ingestion of induced E. huxleyi has yet to be tested.
As a bloom-forming phytoplankter, E. huxleyi has long been suspected of being well
defended against predators. Microzooplankton predation pressure on E. huxleyi in nature is often
surprisingly low, a likely factor contributing to the formation of blooms (Fileman et al., 2002;
Irigoien et al., 2005; Nejstgaard et al., 1997; Olson and Strom, 2002). Indeed, this species is
extremely successful; it is the most abundant living coccolithophorid (Paasche, 2002) and is probably
one of the most abundant and ubiquitous species of eukaryotic phytoplankton in the ocean (Campbell
et al., 1994). The biomineralization of the calcium carbonate coccoliths produced by this species has
large-scale consequences for the alkalinity and carbonate chemistry of ocean photic zones and the
sequestration of carbon in sediments (de Vargas et al., 2007; Milliman, 1993; Paasche, 2002). Finally,
3

like many other prymnesiophytes, E. huxleyi has a haploid-diploid life cycle with two
morphologically different phases that can both undergo indefinite asexual reproduction (Billard and
Inouye, 2004; de Vargas et al., 2007; Houdan et al., 2004).
Eukaryotic life-cycle strategies are highly diverse across taxonomic groups. Most
multicellular organisms and many unicellular organisms have a diploid life cycle, in which
individuals are diploid, syngamy rapidly follows meiosis, and an independent haploid phase is absent
or reduced. Some simple multicellular and unicellular organisms (including some protozoa, green
algae, bryophytes, and fungi) exhibit haploid life cycles, in which individuals are haploid, meiosis
rapidly follows syngamy, and an independent diploid phase acts mainly as a zygote. In haploiddiploidy, meiosis and syngamy are separated by periods of mitotic cell replication, which correspond
to somatic development in multicellular organisms and asexual reproduction in unicellular organisms.
Most red algae, foraminifera, and some primitive plants possess this life cycle, and in several cases it
appears to be a long-established and stable strategy (Coelho et al., 2007; Lubchenco and Cubit, 1980;
Valero et al., 1992). Haploid-diploidy is an important characteristic that distinguishes the
coccolithophores from other successful phytoplankton groups, the diploid diatoms and the primarily
haploid dinoflagellates (Houdan et al., 2004; de Vargas et al., 2007).
In E. huxleyi, the diploid phase is non-motile and produces distinctive calcium carbonate
scales called coccoliths, while the haploid phase produces only non-calcified organic scales and
possesses two flagella. A third cell type has been identified in culture, which is apparently diploid but
without either coccoliths or organic scales and no motility. The prevalence of this cell type is
unknown in nature and it is generally considered an artifact of culture conditions (Green et al., 1996;
Houdan et al., 2004; Paasche, 2002). I did not consider this cell type except as a possible contaminant
in the cultures. The heteromorphic haploid and diploid phases of E. huxleyi likely occupy very
different ecological niches, raising interesting questions about this species’ interactions with
predators.
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Despite existing in several successful taxa, under some models haploid-diploidy is expected
to be evolutionarily unstable, with one phase selected for to the exclusion of the other (Lubchenco
and Cubit, 1980; Mable and Otto, 1998). However, haploid-diploid life cycles with two
morphologically different phases may be an adaptation to a variable environment in which diploid
individuals have an advantage under some conditions and haploid individuals are more competitive
under others (Valero et al., 1992). A key question is whether evolutionary pressures such as
seasonally or spatially variable predation have contributed to the maintenance of a heteromorphic lifecycle strategy in select taxa, including E. huxleyi. Emiliania huxleyi is an excellent model organism
for investigating the dynamics of predator interactions with prey possessing two different life-cycle
phases.
To this end, I investigated the interactions of haploid and diploid E. huxleyi with a common
ciliate predator, Strombidinopsis acuminatum. I will first present preliminary experiments performed
with this ciliate to determine its ingestion rate on the two E. huxleyi phases over a 24-hr period and to
determine if the presence of ciliates and associated medium might stimulate E. huxleyi growth over
24 hr. The results from these preliminary experiments led us to hypothesize the presence of an
inducible defense mechanism in E. huxleyi. In the principal experiments of this study (defense
induction experiments I and II), I tested for an inducible defense system in both diploid and haploid
E. huxleyi, activated in the presence of feeding S. acuminatum. Because protists are known to select
for prey with high nutritional value (John and Davidson, 2001; Montagnes et al., 2008), and because I
hypothesized that E. huxleyi might require sufficient nutrients to mount an effective defense, I also
investigated the influence of prey nutrient limitation on S. acuminatum feeding and E. huxleyi
induced defenses.
Here I consider a prey species to have an inducible defense if a predator’s ingestion rate on
prey that were previously exposed to the predator are lower than baseline ingestion rates on “naïve”
prey that had no exposure to the predator. To investigate this phenomenon in E. huxleyi, I asked the
5

following questions in defense induction experiments I and II: 1) Does E. huxleyi possess a predator
defense system that is activated in the presence of a common ciliate predator, S. acuminatum? 2) Do
haploid and diploid E. huxleyi possess similar capacities for induced defense against S. acuminatum?
3) Is the ability of haploid or diploid E. huxleyi to activate the defense system dependent on nutrient
availability? 4) Is the E. huxleyi inducible defense system a general deterrent to S. acuminatum
predation that benefits other prey species, or are only E. huxleyi cells defended?

6

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Organisms and culture conditions

I used two strains of Emiliania huxleyi in this study. Calcifying E. huxleyi strain CCMP3266
(synonyms RCC1216, TQ26-2N) was isolated from the Tasman Sea in 1998. Flagellated, noncalcifying strain CCMP3268 (synonyms RCC1217, TQ26-1N) was isolated from 3266 when partial
phase change occurred in 1999. Strains 3266 and 3268 have been confirmed to be stable as purely
diploid and haploid, respectively, for many years (Houdan et al., 2004; von Dassow et al., 2009). I
performed frequent subsequent checks of strain morphology and ploidy as described below. Although
ploidy determination for strain 3268 was problematic (see details in results and discussion below),
morphological observations confirmed that 3268 was predominantly haploid. As a matter of
convenience, I will henceforth refer to strains 3266 and 3268 as diploid and haploid, respectively;
however, this designation must be interpreted cautiously in the case of strain 3268.
Cultures were maintained using axenic procedures. I periodically confirmed that cultures had
low levels of bacteria by filtering samples stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) onto
0.2 m Nucleopore filters and inspecting the slide-mounted filters using epifluorescence microscopy.
I grew E. huxleyi cultures under approximately 75 mol photons sec-1 m-2 irradiance on a 12:12 hr
light:dark cycle at 15°C, transferring every 7-10 days into microwave-sterilized f/50 medium made by
nutrient addition to 0.2 m filtered seawater. A growth experiment (data not shown) indicated that
diploid E. huxleyi was most consistently calcified and that haploid E. huxleyi produced more visibly
flagellated cells in microwave-sterilized f/50 medium than other medium types investigated
(autoclaved f/50 medium, autoclaved and microwaved K/2 medium) (Keller et al., 1988; Probert and
Houdan, 2004). I confirmed that medium microwaved for 9 min at high power was sterile using the
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same method as for bacteria checks of cultures described above. Cultures were used for experiments
in exponential or late exponential phase. Cell concentrations were determined with a
haemocytometer, a Sedgewick-Rafter chamber, or by flow cytometry (see below).
I used the aloricate ciliate Strombidinopsis acuminatum (Choreotrichida) isolates SPMC142
and SPMC153 as predators in this study. Strain SPMC142 was isolated by the laboratory of Dr.
Suzanne Strom in the summer of 2010 from Bellingham Bay, Washington. Strain SPMC153 was
isolated from Rosario Strait, Washington in the summer of 2011. I maintained S. acuminatum on a
prey mixture consisting of Heterocapsa triquetra and smaller amounts of Isochrysis galbana,
Mantoniella squamata (CCMP480), and Rhodomonas sp. (CCMP755). Ciliates were kept under
approximately 5mol photons sec-1 m-2 irradiance on a 12:12 hr light:dark cycle at 15°C and were
fed and transferred into ciliate medium (autoclaved filtered seawater enriched with EDTA trace
metals) twice per week (Gifford, 1985).
Separate ciliate cultures were prepared for experiments. I fed these cultures only H. triquetra
for 5 – 7 days prior to each experiment, with the last feeding at 48 hr prior to each experiment. This
prey is large, promotes good growth, and is easily discriminated from E. huxleyi under
epifluorescence microscopy. Between 24 and 36 hr prior to experiments, the majority of remaining
prey was removed from S. acuminatum cultures by gentle reverse sieving through 20 m mesh
(Graham and Strom, 2010). After reverse sieving, cultures were diluted with ciliate medium to the
desired S. acuminatum concentration. This process was repeated if high levels of prey remained.
Ciliate concentrations were determined by counting live S. acuminatum in a 100 – 300 l droplet
under a dissecting microscope.
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Emiliania huxleyi characterization

Flow cytometric DNA content analysis. Relative E. huxleyi DNA content (used to confirm
strain ploidy) was determined by flow cytometric analysis of SYBR Green I (Molecular Probes,
Sigma-Aldrich S9430) nucleic acid-stained samples (Green et al., 1996; Jacquet et al., 2002; Marie et
al., 1997). When bound to DNA, SYBR fluoresces green (520 nm) when excited by 488 nm light. I
prepared working solutions of SYBR in dimethyl sulfoxide (2×10-3 dilution of the commercial stock
solution) that I kept frozen at -15°C and used within two weeks.
Although SYBR is advertised to penetrate live cells, I found that both fixation and freezing
were crucial for complete and consistent DNA staining in E. huxleyi. I fixed samples with 0.5% final
concentration glutaraldehyde, froze them in liquid nitrogen, and stored them at -70°C for 24 hr or
longer. For analysis, I thawed samples at 37°C and treated them with 0.1 mg ml-1 final concentration
RNAse A (Sigma-Aldrich R6513) for 60 min at 37°C to degrade RNA. I then added 0.01% final
concentration Triton X-100 and incubated the samples at room temperature for an additional 30 min
to increase membrane permeability. Finally, I added SYBR working solution to the samples for a
final dilution of 2×10-4 of the commercial stock solution. I stained the cells at room temperature for at
least 20 min but less than 1 hr prior to analysis. Samples were kept in the dark throughout
preparation.
I analyzed stained samples with a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson) with an
argon ion laser emitting 15 mW at 488 nm and the standard filter set. I attempted to acquire at least
4000 single cell events per sample, but some samples were so dilute that I was unable to reach this
goal (see details for each experiment). I gated on the single cell region on a plot of green fluorescence
pulse area (FL1-A) vs. green fluorescence pulse width (FL1-W), which excluded cell doublets and
background noise (Nunez, 2001). I analyzed the resulting plot’s green fluorescence signal amplitude
(FL1-H) peaks, corresponding to 1N (haploids in G1/G0 phase of mitosis, where DNA replication has
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not yet begun), 2N (haploids in G2/M phase, where DNA replication has been completed prior to
cytokinesis, or diploids in G1/G0 phase), or 4N (diploids in G2/M phase) DNA content, with
CellQuest Pro 6.0 software (Becton Dickinson). Stained I. galbana samples were run as DNA content
standards each day of sample analysis to control for stain and instrument variability. All DNA content
values are expressed as the ratio of the mean FL1-H to the I. galbana peak mean FL1-H for accurate
comparisons across analysis dates (termed here “relative DNA”).
Chemical analyses. I performed gas chromatographic analysis of cellular (particulate) βdimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSPp) content of diploid and haploid E. huxleyi culture samples using
a Hewlett Packard 5890 chromatograph equipped with a flame photometric detector and a packed
Supelco Chromosil 330 column (Wolfe, et al., 2002). Triplicate samples were gravity filtered through
glass fiber filters and quickly placed in gas-tight 16-ml serum vials with Teflon-lined septa containing
3 ml 10 N NaOH for alkaline hydrolysis of DMSP to dimethyl sulfide (DMS). Standards were
prepared on the same day by pipetting aliquots of aqueous DMSP-Cl solutions into septa and quickly
sealing the vials so that DMSP reacted with NaOH only after the vial was sealed. Headspace samples
(50 l) were direct injected, and the chromatograph was operated isothermally at 90°C with He
carrier gas.
Total particulate nitrogen and organic and inorganic carbon contents of algal cultures were
measured by carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen (CHN) analysis using a ThermoQuest Flash EA 1112
Series elemental analyzer (Hedges and Stern, 1984). I filtered culture samples onto pre-combusted 13
mm diameter type A/E glass fiber filters. Two sets of samples were taken for each culture. In the first
set, filters were placed in tin boats and dried in a 50°C drying oven for 24 hr and were used to
quantify total carbon content and nitrogen content. In the second set, filters were placed in silver
boats, dried for 24 hr at 50°C, acid fumed for 24 hr in a glass chamber containing an open beaker of
concentrated HCl to drive off inorganic carbon, and finally dried again for 24 hr at 50°C. I subtracted
organic carbon content (silver boat samples) from total carbon content (tin boat samples) to obtain
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inorganic carbon content. All values were corrected for carbon and nitrogen content of blanks made
from microwave-sterilized 0.2 m filtered seawater. Acetanilide samples of various weights were
analyzed to standardize carbon and nitrogen values.
Biovolume measurements. At least 30 live cell diameters were measured using Image J 1.44
image analysis software. Biovolume was calculated assuming spherical cell shape for E. huxleyi and
prolate spheroid cell shape for H. triquetra (

, where a = of long axis, b = of short axis).

For all experiments, I used equivalent prey biovolume concentrations (m3 ml-1) of each algal prey
type rather than prey cell or carbon concentrations. This better controlled for different predator
encounter rates across a range of prey sizes as well as the different organic and inorganic carbon
composition of diploid and haploid E. huxleyi.

Cell cycle analysis and ploidy determination

Objectives. Previous work with E. huxleyi suggested that E. huxleyi cultures generally
undergo synchronized cell division a few hours after dark (unpublished data, G. Wolfe). In September
2010 I performed an analysis of E. huxleyi DNA content patterns over the course of 24 hr to
determine: 1) whether both 3266 (diploid) and 3268 (predominantly haploid) E. huxleyi had
synchronized cell division; 2) the time of day when most cells underwent cell division; and 3) the
optimal sampling time period for determination of ploidy (i.e. when no or few cells have begun DNA
replication).
Design. I used cultures in early exponential growth phase, with cell concentrations for
diploid E. huxleyi ranging from 26,000 to 46,000 cells ml-1 and haploid E. huxleyi ranging from
48,000 to 94,000 cells ml-1 over the course of the 24-hr experiment. Haploid E. huxleyi had a slightly
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higher growth rate (0.80 ± 0.02 d-1) than diploid E. huxleyi (0.63 ± 0.04 d-1) as estimated from daily in
vivo fluorescence measurements beginning four days prior to the start of the cell cycle experiment. I
maintained four replicate half-filled 1L polycarbonate bottles each of diploid and haploid E. huxleyi
on a 12:12 light:dark cycle, with lights on at 0800 and off at 2000 hr (same conditions as for all E.
huxleyi culture stocks). I took samples for flow cytometric DNA analysis every 2 hr for 24 hr from
each bottle, mixing the bottle gently by inversion and minimizing light exposure during the dark
period.
Sample analysis. Samples were run on the flow cytometer on low speed (~8.2 l min-1) for
between 5 and 35 min, depending on cell concentration. I generally acquired at least 2000 events for
each sample.

Flow cytometer cell count method

For E. huxleyi flow cytometer cell counts I used the internal bead standard method (Collier
and Palenik, 2003; Dubelaar and Jonker, 2000) rather than the flow rate method (Veldhuis and Kraay,
2000) because I found the flow rate on the FACSCalibur flow cytometer to be extremely variable. I
used Polysciences FlowCheck 2.0 m yellow-green intensity level 1 fluorescent bead solution diluted
(1 drop ml-1 Nannopure water) and kept in a glass vial with 0.1% final concentration Triton X-100. I
found significant loss of beads in plastic containers, suggesting beads may stick to some plastics.
Triton X-100 reduced bead clumping and stickiness. This working solution was kept in the dark at
4°C and used within 2 weeks.
Samples of the bead working solutions were concentrated onto 0.2 m Nucleopore filters and
beads were counted under epifluorescence microscopy. I found this method to be more accurate and
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precise than using a haemocytometer because it was difficult to ensure that the beads were properly
settled in the haemocytometer chamber. I added 100 l of bead working solution to each 1-ml E.
huxleyi sample in a glass test tube. Each sample was gently vortexed and poured into a plastic flow
cytometer tube immediately prior to analysis. I acquired at least 1000 cell events and 1000 bead
events for each sample. To reduce coincidence, I ensured that the event rate was below 500 events per
second by diluting samples when necessary. For good resolution I used either low (~8.2 l min-1) or
medium (~23.8 l min-1) flow rates. I used the ratio of bead events to cell events and the known bead
working solution concentration to calculate the sample cell concentration.
Flow cytometer cell counts were periodically checked against haemocytometer or
Sedgewick-Rafter chamber counts for accuracy. Generally flow cytometer counts differed by less
than 10% from microscope counts. However, I found that the flow cytometer often underestimated
counts of older and denser cultures of haploid E. huxleyi by up to 45%, likely due to the frequent
clumping of cells in these samples. Flow cytometer counts suspected or known to be underestimates
are indicated in results.
In addition to estimating cell concentrations, I used flow cytometry to obtain information
about cell morphology in each sample. Emiliania huxleyi cell types were easily discriminated due to
the light scattering properties of coccoliths (Jacquet et al., 2002). Calcified diploid cells had high side
scatter (SSC) signals and were easily distinguished from non-calcifying haploid or diploid cells.
Clumping, often observed in strain 3268 (predominantly haploid), was also visible on a plot of SSC
vs. chlorophyll autofluorescence (FL3) as a streak of events with linearly increasing side scatter and
chlorophyll content outside the region expected for single cells.
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Preliminary experiment I: 24-hr ingestion rate

Objectives. I performed this preliminary experiment (Jan 2011) to determine S. acuminatum
ingestion rates on diploid and haploid E. huxleyi by quantifying changes in prey concentration over
24 hr of incubation with S. acuminatum (SPMC142). This “cell disappearance” method was
convenient because E. huxleyi cell concentrations were quickly quantified on the flow cytometer. This
method requires that ciliate concentrations be high enough to give a significant ingestion rate signal
but not so high that prey are removed to sub-saturating concentrations for the ciliate during the
incubation. To determine the optimal ciliate concentration, I performed this experiment with a range
of concentrations.
Design. I added S. acuminatum at four different concentrations (2, 6, 10, or 14 ciliates ml-1)
to 250-ml polycarbonate bottles containing 2× saturating prey concentrations (see below) of either
diploid or haploid E. huxleyi. I also included “no predator” control treatments consisting of each E.
huxleyi strain with no ciliates, and a positive control treatment with 6 ciliates ml-1 added to 2×
saturating levels of H. triquetra, a prey species promoting good growth of this ciliate. This gave a
total of 11 treatments (2 E. huxleyi strains × 4 ciliate concentrations + 3 controls). I added enough
f/50 medium to each bottle to bring the total volume to 150 ml.
I calculated saturating diploid and haploid cell concentrations for S. acuminatum as the prey
biovolume equivalent to 200 g C L-1 of H. triquetra (1.1 ng C cell-1, biovolume estimated at 2800
m3 cell-1, found to be saturating for S. acuminatum feeding by Graham and Strom, 2010). This gave
5.11×105 m3 ml-1 as the saturating biovolume concentration, which corresponded to the following
cell concentrations: diploid (biovolume 259 m3 cell-1), 1970 cells ml-1; haploid (biovolume 47.9 m3
cell-1), 10700 cells ml-1; and H. triquetra, 182 cells ml-1.
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I divided each 150-ml treatment bottle into three 41-ml polystyrene tissue culture flasks, with
one flask sampled for initial flow cytometer counts and two flasks incubated and then sampled for
final counts after 24 hr. I used this design because this type of flask can be fully filled without
bubbles to reduce stress on S. acuminatum while on the plankton wheel; it was not practical to fill
each small flask accurately with separate volumes of cultures and medium diluent. I treated
replication as n = 2. Initial flow cytometer counts for each treatment were made within 5 min of
adding ciliates to the treatment bottle. I wrapped all incubated flasks in six layers of mesh to reduce
the light level to approximately 1mol photons sec-1 m-2 to minimize E. huxleyi growth. Within 1 hr
of taking initial samples, flasks were tied haphazardly onto a plankton wheel rotating at 0.5 rpm.
After 24 hr, I sampled the flasks for flow cytometer cell counts and qualitative microscope
observations of live ciliates.
I calculated ingestion rates from the equations in Frost (1972) using the estimated starting
ciliate concentration as the average ciliate concentration, which assumes no ciliate net growth or loss
(I inspected flasks and observed no obvious changes in ciliate concentration over 24 hr, but I did not
count the ciliates at the end of the experiment). This method calculates ingestion rates as the decrease
in prey concentration due to feeding by the predator, after taking into account any prey growth over
24 hr in the control treatment with no predators.

Preliminary experiment II: growth stimulation

Objectives. I hypothesized that E. huxleyi growth rates might be higher in the ciliate
treatments than in the no-predator control during preliminary experiment I due to the surprisingly low
or negative calculated ingestion rates observed (see results). To test this, in Feb 2011 I exposed
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diploid and haploid E. huxleyi to 0.2 m and 1 m filtrates from S. acuminatum (SPMC142) cultures
fed a mixture of diploid and haploid cells to determine if E. huxleyi growth is stimulated in the
presence of: 1) dissolved substances produced by S. acuminatum feeding on E. huxleyi or 2) bacteria
present in the S. acuminatum culture. I added nutrients to these filtrates at several concentrations to
determine whether any growth stimulation effect of the filtrate could be negated by the addition of
extra nutrients. All treatments are summarized in Table 1.
Design. To produce filtrates containing bacteria and/or ciliate excreted/egested compounds
and products of prey cell lysis (collectively termed here “dissolved substances”) from an S.
acuminatum culture fed E. huxleyi, I added 2× saturating concentrations (see below) of both diploid
and haploid E. huxleyi to 2 L of a dense culture of S. acuminatum (63 ciliates ml-1). I also set up a
corresponding control bottle with the same concentrations of diploid and haploid E. huxleyi added to
2 L of autoclaved ciliate medium with no ciliates. These bottles were incubated under a layer of mesh
(approximately 5mol photons sec-1 m-2 irradiance) for 56 – 62 hr, and were gently inverted several
times during this period to keep E. huxleyi suspended.
Instead of calculating saturating prey concentrations based on H. triquetra, for this and all
subsequent experiments I set the saturation level to 200 g C L-1 of CCMP374 (approximately 9 pg C
cell-1, biovolume 63.4 m3 cell-1), an E. huxleyi strain commonly used as maintenance prey for
microzooplankton in our laboratory. This gave a saturating prey biovolume concentration of 1.4×106
m3 ml-1. Initial prey concentrations were doubled (i.e. 2× saturating concentrations) for this
experiment to ensure prey concentrations never fell below saturation (Table 1).
After the incubation period, I took samples for flow cytometer cell counts from the ciliate and
control bottles. I found that cell concentrations were slightly lower in the ciliate bottle, so I added
diploid and haploid E. huxleyi from stock cultures to bring the cell concentrations to the same level as
the control bottle. I then filtered both bottles through Nucleopore polycarbonate filters to
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Table 1. Treatments for preliminary experiment II (growth
stimulation). Initial prey concentrations were 2× saturating
concentrations. The 1.0 m pore size filtrate included the
bacterial size fraction, while 0.2 m pore size filtrate included
only dissolved compounds.
Strain

Concentration
-1
(cells ml )

Filter pore
size

Treatment
filtered

f/50

Ciliate
culture
Diploid
E. huxleyi

f/5

Control
(medium)
1.0 m

Ciliate
culture

a

f/2

f/5

a

a

f/2

Control
(medium)
1.0 m

f/5

f/50

0.2 m
90,000

f/50

f/5

Ciliate
culture
Haploid
E. huxleyi

a

f/2

0.2 m
14,000

Nutrient
strength

Ciliate
culture

f/50
f/5

a

f/2
f/5

a

a. Samples for flow cytometric DNA content analysis and bacteria levels were taken
from these treatments only.
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obtain three different filtrates: 1) 0.2 m filtered ciliate culture; 2) 1.0 m filtered ciliate culture
(included most bacteria present); and 3) 0.2 m filtered control medium. Filtration was performed
with a hand pump at no more than 5 mm Hg pressure, and all portions were pre-filtered through larger
pore-size filters to remove ciliates and most prey.
Each filtrate type (except 1.0 m filtrate) was divided into three bottles and spiked with f/50,
f/5, or f/2 nutrients. The 1.0 m filtrate was spiked only with f/5 nutrients. Each of the resulting seven
filtrate plus nutrients treatments was then divided into two, which were then inoculated with diploid
or haploid E. huxleyi at 2× saturating concentrations (Table 1). The contents of inoculated bottles
were then divided into six 41-ml flasks. I took initial samples from two flasks from each treatment
immediately after filling, then placed the remaining four flasks on the plankton wheel wrapped in two
layers of mesh (approximately 7 mol photons sec-1 m-2 irradiance), treating replication as n = 4.
Because filtration took much longer than anticipated, I repeated initial sampling as each filtrate
treatment was ready. The first treatments were sampled and placed on the plankton wheel at 1700 on
the first day of the experiment. The last treatments were sampled and placed on the wheel 7 hr later.
In order to minimize the effect of this time difference on E. huxleyi growth I sampled the final flasks
56 hr after the last treatment was completed, rather than 24 hr as originally planned.
Sample analysis. I sampled all flasks for flow cytometric cell counts. I also took samples
from one initial and one incubated flask from each treatment for later microscope counts (preserved in
3-5% alkaline Lugol’s) and flow cytometric DNA content analysis/bacteria quantification (f/5
treatments only). For DNA content analysis, generally at least 700 single E. huxleyi cell events were
acquired. For bacteria enumeration, I added fluorescent beads and estimated bacteria concentrations,
as described above for E. huxleyi, in the 0.2 m control and 1.0 m ciliate culture filtrates.
Data analysis. I tested for differences in E. huxleyi growth rate between ciliate filtrates and
control filtrates at each f-nutrient strength with a priori contrasts using Student’s t-tests (SPSS 17.0).
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Growth rates in the 1.0 m ciliate filtrate with f/5 nutrients were compared to the 0.2 m control
filtrate with f/5 nutrients.

Vacuole count method of ingestion rate measurement

For the following experiments (defense induction experiments I and II), I used
epifluorescence microscopy to determine ingestion rates by counting E. huxleyi visible inside S.
acuminatum food vacuoles in samples taken after short-term (< 1-hr) feeding periods. After feeding S.
acuminatum the chosen prey, I fixed 18-ml samples in vials preloaded with 0.6 ml alkaline Lugol’s
solution and added 0.5 ml of buffered 37% formalin, 2.5 ml 3% sodium thiosulfate, and 2 drops of 10
g ml-1 DAPI nucleic acid stain (procedure modified from Sherr and Sherr, 1993). After fixation, all
samples were stored in the dark at 4°C for 3-5 hr. I filtered the samples onto 5 m Nucleopore
polycarbonate filters, mounted them on slides with immersion oil, and froze them at -20°C until
analysis.
The ingested prey inside the food vacuoles of the first 50 to 100 ciliates encountered (see
experiment details) were counted under blue (450-490 nm wavelength) light excitation on a Leitz
DMRB epifluorescence microscope. Only ciliates that were live at the time of fixation were included,
as confirmed by the presence of bright blue DAPI-stained nuclei when viewed under ultraviolet (340380 nm wavelength) illumination. At time points when ingested prey were very numerous, I assigned
all ciliates with more than 40 prey to a “40+” category.
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Defense induction experiment I

Objectives. Because of surprisingly low or negative ingestion rate estimates obtained in
preliminary experiment I (24-hr ingestion rate; see results), I hypothesized that E. huxleyi has a
defense mechanism that is activated in the presence of S. acuminatum. To test this, in Apr 2011 I
compared S. acuminatum (SPMC142) ingestion rates on previously predator-exposed E. huxleyi to
rates on unexposed “naïve” E. huxleyi using the vacuole count method of ingestion rate estimation. I
also tested whether the strength of the defense response depended on ploidy or nutrient availability.
All treatments are summarized in Table 2.
Emiliania huxleyi culture preparation and characterization. Emiliania huxleyi cultures
were transferred into their respective media (f/50 or f/2) and grown for 7 days prior to starting the
experiment. All cultures were in late exponential growth phase at the start of the experiment. On the
day before the experiment started, I took samples from all E. huxleyi stock cultures for biovolume
measurements (n = 30 cells) and for DMSP (n = 3 subsamples), CHN (n = 2 subsamples), and DNA
content (n = 1 subsample) analyses. I used biovolume measurements to calculate saturating cell
concentrations for each prey type based on 200 g C L-1 of E. huxleyi strain 374, or 1.4×106 m3 ml-1
(Table 2). All cell counts were done by microscope on samples preserved with 3% alkaline Lugol’s
solution.
Design. I used a two-stage design for this experiment. In the first, the “induction” stage, I
exposed E. huxleyi to S. acuminatum at 20 ciliates ml-1 (predator-exposed, or “PE” treatment) or an
equivalent volume of ciliate medium (naïve, or “N” treatment) for 24 hr. After 24 hr, I sieved the PE
treatment to remove S. acuminatum but leave behind PE E. huxleyi (N treatments were also sieved for
consistency). In the second, the “test” stage, I added new S. acuminatum (20 ciliates ml-1) to PE and N
E. huxleyi. Strombidinopsis acuminatum cultures were prepared with last feeding and reverse
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Table 2. Defense induction experiment I treatments. Treatments are listed as N ("naïve") or PE
("predator exposed"). Biovolumes are mean ± SEM.
Prey

Diploid
E. huxleyi

Haploid
E. huxleyi

H.
triquetra

Medium

Biovolume
3
-1
(m cell )

Saturating prey
concentration
-1
(cells ml )

f/50

218±15.2

6,450

f/2

158±12.6

8,900

f/50

45.0±3.16

31,200

f/2

47.1±2.27

29,850

2355

594

None
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Treatment

Test stage
initial prey
concentration
-1
(cells ml )

Replicates

Time
points
sampled

N

6,200

4

all

PE

6,450

4

all

N

8,700

4

all

PE

8,850

4

all

N

31,200

4

all

PE

31,200

4

all

N

29,900

4

all

PE

29,800

4

all

Positive
control

3,390

1

30 min,
24 hr

Unfed
control

-

1

30 min,
24 hr

sieving offset by one day for induction and test stage cultures so that both cultures had an unfed
period of 24-hr before being combined with E. huxleyi prey.
Within this basic design (e.g. of paired PE and N E. huxleyi treatments), I had four different
prey types: 1) diploid grown in f/50 medium; 2) diploid grown in f/2 medium; 3) haploid grown in
f/50 medium; and 4) haploid grown in f/2 medium. F/50 medium has 25× lower nutrient
concentrations than f/2 medium. I also included a control treatment of S. acuminatum given only H.
triquetra, as well as an “unfed” S. acuminatum control treatment.
Target E. huxleyi cell concentrations during the induction stage were 2× saturating levels.
Target cell concentrations during the test stage, in order to account for dilution required by addition of
new S. acuminatum, were 1× saturating levels.
I took samples for estimation of ingestion rates (vacuole count method) during the induction
stage (PE treatment only) and test stage (PE and N treatments).
Induction stage. I added S. acuminatum to polycarbonate bottles containing each prey type
(four total) and the required amount of ciliate medium diluent to bring the volume to 600 ml (filling
the bottle to the neck to minimize bubbles). The corresponding four bottles for the N treatment
received only prey and ciliate medium. I took samples from PE treatments for estimation of ingestion
at 5 min, 10 min, 30 min, and 24 hr (except no samples taken at 5 or 10 min for H. triquetra-fed and
unfed control treatments) after S. acuminatum addition. I wrapped all bottles in two layers of mesh
(approximately 7 mol photons sec-1 m-2 irradiance) and placed them on the plankton wheel at 0.5
rpm for 24 hr.
Test stage. I collected the E. huxleyi cell suspension from each induction stage bottle,
removing all S. acuminatum by gently reverse siphoning through 20 m mesh. I ensured that no
ciliates passed the sieve by inspecting all suspensions under a dissecting scope. I repeated prey cell
counts and corrected any increases in cell concentrations above 2× saturating levels due to growth
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with additions of ciliate medium. I used these counts and dilutions to estimate actual starting cell
concentrations for the experiment (Table 2). I then divided each E. huxleyi suspension into 75 ml
aliquots in four replicate 150-ml polycarbonate bottles (H. triquetra-fed and unfed controls had only
one replicate bottle) and added 75 ml of new (not previously E. huxleyi-exposed) S. acuminatum
culture for concentrations of 20 ciliates ml-1 and 1× prey saturating levels. I took samples for
estimation of ingestion from each replicate bottle at 5, 10, and 30 min after S. acuminatum addition.
The 30-min time point sampling was completed by 9 hr after induction stage ciliates were removed
from PE treatments. After 30-min samples were taken, the remaining volume in each bottle was used
to fill 41-ml culture flasks. I wrapped the flasks in two layers of mesh (approximately 7 mol photons
sec-1 m-2 irradiance) and placed them on the plankton wheel. After 24 hr, I took samples for
estimation of ingestion as well as samples for DNA content analysis of E. huxleyi. Only 30-min and
24-hr samples were taken for H. triquetra-fed and unfed control treatments.
Sample and data analysis. For both the induction and test stage 5- and 10-min samples, I
counted all E. huxleyi prey inside each of 100 ciliates. For faster counting, I binned counts from the
less important induction stage 30-min and 24-hr samples in the following categories: 0, 1-10, 11-20,
21-30, 31-40, or 40+ E. huxleyi prey. For test stage 30-min and 24-hr slides, I counted individual prey
up to 40 per vacuole, then binned all ciliates with more than 40 ingested prey into a “40+” category.
For all calculations, I used 40 cells ciliate-1 as an estimate for this category, which resulted in an
underestimate of vacuole contents in some cases (see results). All vacuole contents are reported in
units of prey biovolume ingested per ciliate (m3 ciliate-1) as calculated from prey cell diameters
measured at the start of the experiment.
I counted prey ingested in only 50 ciliates for most test stage 30-min and 24-hr slides, after I
found no significant difference between estimates of mean vacuole content based on counts of 50 vs.
100 ciliates. In many of the diploid-fed treatments, there were fewer than 50 ciliates found on the
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slide that were alive at the 24-hr fixation time point. In these cases the prey ingested in all live ciliates
found on the slide was enumerated. For unfed control samples I counted all ingested prey that looked
similar to E. huxleyi (these were most likely the close relative I. galbana, a small number of which
remained in the ciliate cultures). Vacuole content values were not corrected for background E.
huxleyi-like prey in the unfed control because levels were very low (see results). I enumerated all H.
triquetra ingested in the H. triquetra-fed control samples to obtain ingestion rates on this prey at 30
min (biovolume ingested divided by 30 min) and mean vacuole content at 24 hr. I corrected these
values for background H. triquetra in the unfed control.
I tested for effects of medium and predator exposure on vacuole prey content values between
5 and 30 min with a 2×2×3 ANOVAR (factors were medium type, predator exposure, and sampling
time) for each strain separately. For the 24-hr time point, I performed a priori contrasts using
Student’s t-tests to compare vacuole contents between PE and N treatments for each medium type.
All analyses were performed with SPSS 17.0.
I used polynomial contrasts (trend analysis) to determine the shape of the relationship of
increasing vacuole content with time (at 5, 10, and 30 min) and to determine if the shape of the
relationship was dependent on the treatment. When polynomial contrasts showed significant
interactions, I investigated relationships for individual treatments (similar to obtaining simple main
effects for a significant ANOVA interaction), in which cases I set α to 0.05 divided by the number of
individual polynomial contrasts (4) to correct for inflation of family-wise α (α = 0.01).
I calculated ingestion rates over intervals suggested by polynomial contrasts of test stage data
(see results). When polynomial contrasts indicated a significant quadratic component, I calculated
ingestion rates on intervals suggested by inspection of plots of increasing vacuole content over time,
including 0,0 as a data point. When the relationship was solely linear, ingestion rates were calculated
over the entire 0-30-min interval. Ingestion rates were calculated as the slope of the linear relationship
of the vacuole content per ciliate over the chosen time interval. For 24-hr samples, I did not calculate
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ingestion rates because food vacuole turnover times were unknown; I report only the mean vacuole
content per ciliate. I included ciliates with no ingested E. huxleyi (which were present in all
treatments) in all calculations. Patterns were similar when non-feeding ciliates were excluded from
calculations, so these data are not shown.
I calculated the strength of the induced defense response as the percent difference between
mean N and individual PE ingestion rates over the course of 30 min. I calculated a weighted mean
ingestion rate for prey treatments with nonlinear ingestion rates (see polynomial contrasts) for
equivalent comparisons with prey treatments with linear ingestion rates. Negative values for the
defense response indicate ingestion rates on PE prey that are lower than ingestion rates on N prey. I
tested to determine whether each resulting defense response was significantly different from zero
using one-way Student’s t-tests (setting α = 0.01 to correct for multiple comparisons).
Samples for DNA analysis were used to determine E. huxleyi ploidy. I generally acquired at
least 700 single cell events for each sample.

Defense induction experiment II

Objectives. I repeated the above experiment (Nov 2011) on haploid E. huxleyi grown in f/2
medium only (the prey type giving the largest induced defense response, see results) with the newer
S. acuminatum isolate (SPMC153) to confirm the results in defense induction experiment I and begin
to explore the mechanism behind the defense. To achieve the latter, I expanded the design to test
several other hypotheses: 1) that S. acuminatum has reduced ingestion rates on an optimal food
source, H. triquetra, in the presence of PE haploid E. huxleyi; and 2) that S. acuminatum has reduced
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ingestion rates on H. triquetra in the presence of a filtrate including dissolved substances from PE
haploid E. huxleyi.
Culture preparation and characterization. I transferred haploid E. huxleyi and H. triquetra
into f/2 medium to grow for 7 days prior to starting the experiment. Heterocapsa triquetra was nonaxenic and normally maintained in f/2 medium. On the day of the induction stage, I took samples
from both haploid E. huxleyi and H. triquetra stock cultures for biovolume measurements (n = 30
cells) and for CHN analysis (n = 4 subsamples). I also took two samples (morning and midday) for
DNA content analysis of E. huxleyi. I used biovolume measurements to calculate saturating cell
concentrations for both prey types again based on 200 g C L-1 of E. huxleyi strain 374, or 1.4×106
m3 ml-1. As before, target cell concentrations during the induction stage were 2× saturating levels,
while target concentrations during the test stage were 1× saturating levels. All cell counts were done
by microscope on samples preserved with 3% alkaline Lugol’s solution.
Strombidinopsis acuminatum cultures were again prepared with last feeding offset by 24 hr
for induction and test stage cultures. Ciliates for the induction stage were reverse sieved as previously
described. However, due to significant ciliate loss observed using this preparation, I did not reverse
sieve the test stage culture. Instead, this culture’s last feeding was reduced such that nearly all H.
triquetra had been consumed after 24 hr; consequently, no reverse sieving was necessary, maintaining
these ciliates in the best possible condition for the experiment. Ciliate concentrations were 20 ml-1 in
both stages.
Design. As in defense induction experiment I, I exposed haploid E. huxleyi to either S.
acuminatum (PE treatment) or ciliate medium (N treatment) during the induction stage. Ciliates or
medium and prey were combined in 4L polycarbonate bottles, which were incubated under
approximately 7 mol photons sec-1 m-2 irradiance. The bottles were too big to be placed on a
plankton wheel. Instead, the bottles were mixed by inversion twice during the incubation period;
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because haploid E. huxleyi is motile the cultures likely remained well mixed. After 24 hr, I gently
reverse siphoned both cultures through 10 m mesh, inspecting samples of the E. huxleyi suspensions
under the microscope to ensure no ciliates remained. I also fixed samples with 3% alkaline Lugol’s
solution for cell counts to calculate dilutions for the test stage.
For the test stage, I added new S. acuminatum to the following three paired prey treatments
and two control treatments (n = 5): 1) PE or N haploid cells; 2) PE or N haploid cells + H. triquetra;
3) PE or N haploid cell filtrate + H. triquetra; 4) H. triquetra alone; and 5) ciliate medium (unfed
control for leftover maintenance prey in ciliate food vacuoles). Filtrates were prepared from PE and N
treatments by sequentially filtering aliquots with a hand pump at <5 mm Hg vacuum through 1.0 m
and 0.2 m Nucleopore polycarbonate filters to remove all phytoplankton and bacteria. Emiliania
huxleyi cell suspensions or filtrates and ciliate medium diluent were mixed in 150-ml polycarbonate
bottles for 1× saturating concentrations of each prey or an equivalent volume of filtrate. This resulted
in 2× saturating prey concentrations in the treatments with both haploid E. huxleyi and H. triquetra.
Each prey mixture was divided into five 60-ml polycarbonate bottles, to which I added the required
volume of ciliate culture. After 20 min, I fixed samples for estimation of ingestion rates via the
vacuole count method. The test stage was completed by 2.5 hr after ciliates were removed from PE
haploid cell treatments and by 1.5 hr after removing haploid cells from PE and N filtrates.
After the experiment was completed, I sampled unused PE and N haploid E. huxleyi for CHN
analysis (n = 4 subsamples) and biovolume measurements (n = 30 cells).
Sample analysis. I counted all E. huxleyi and H. triquetra prey inside each of 50 ciliates and
calculated ingestion rates for each prey type by dividing by the exact recorded time of sampling,
which deviated from 20 min by up to +1.5 min. All ingestion rates are presented in units of
biovolume ciliate-1 min-1, using biovolume measurements taken at the end of the test stage. I used
vacuole contents in the unfed control treatment to correct ingestion rate estimates on E. huxleyi and
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H. triquetra (a maximum rate correction of minus 8% and minus 6% for E. huxleyi and H. triquetra,
respectively). I again included ciliates with no ingested E. huxleyi and/or H. triquetra (which were
present in all treatments) in all calculations of ingestion rates.
Samples for DNA analysis were used to determine E. huxleyi ploidy. I acquired at least 2000
single cell events for each sample.
Data analysis. Ingestion rate data for E. huxleyi and H. triquetra were considered separately.
For ingestion rates on E. huxleyi, I tested for effects of predator exposure and prey mixture (haploid
cells alone or haploid cells mixed with H. triquetra) on S. acuminatum ingestion rate with a 2×2
ANOVA. For ingestion rates on H. triquetra, I tested for effects of PE/N treatment and prey mixture
(haploid cell suspension present or haploid filtrate present) with a 2×2 ANOVA. I used a Dunnett’s ttest to examine differences in H. triquetra ingestion rates in each treatment with haploid cell
suspension/filtrate vs. the control fed only H. triquetra. All analyses were performed with SPSS 17.0.
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RESULTS

Cell cycle analysis and ploidy determination

Emiliania huxleyi strain 3266 (diploid). The cell cycle analysis of diploid E. huxleyi
indicated that this strain had a nearly synchronized pattern of cell division over a 24-hr period. Cell
division occurred between 00:00 and 06:00 hr, with 80% of cells in G0/G1 phase (2N DNA content)
by 08:00 hr (Figure 1A). However, samples taken months before and after the cell cycle experiment
often showed large G2/M peaks (4N DNA content) during the middle of the day, suggesting that cell
division does not consistently occur only in the early morning hours (Figure 2A).
This strain was consistently highly calcified when grown in f/50 medium (as indicated by
high SSC on live flow cytometer samples and frequent microscopic observations, Figure 3A, B).
Cells grown in f/2 often appeared to be smaller and less heavily calcified under the microscope,
although CHN analysis indicated that inorganic to organic carbon ratios were similar under the two
medium strengths during defense induction experiment I (see below). On one occasion, a senescent
(12 d old) diploid E. huxleyi culture grown in f/2 medium (not used in any experiments) completely
changed phase to the haploid cell morphology. I did not take samples for DNA content analysis from
this culture, but only vigorously motile non-calcified cells were observed under the microscope.
Relative DNA content (combined data from the cell cycle experiment and other samples
taken during this study) ranged from 1.5 to 2.2 and averaged 1.9 for the diploid G0/G1 peak. The
diploid G2/M peak ranged from 2.5 to 4.1 and averaged 3.6. Low G2/M peak relative DNA values
corresponded to periods in the cell cycle in which the G2/M peak was broad and likely included many
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A) 3266 (diploid)

B) 3268 (predominantly haploid)

G0/G1

G0/G1

G2/M*

G2/M

Figure 1. Typical DNA content distributions for A) 3266 (diploid) at 08:00 and B) 3268
(predominantly haploid) at 06:00 during the cell cycle analysis. Non-overlapping markers designated
by horizontal lines were fitted to peaks by eye using CellQuest Pro 6.0 software. Markers gave the
mean FL1-H (green fluorescence signal amplitude) of all events falling within the marker boundary
along the x-axis. The mean FL1-H of each peak was corrected by dividing by the mean FL1-H of an
I. galbana standard to give “relative DNA” content. *This peak may also include diploid cells in
G0/G1 phase; see text.
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A) 3266 (diploid)

B) 3268 (predominantly haploid)

Figure 2. The percentage of cells in the peak containing cells in G0/G1 phase of mitosis from A)
3266 (diploid) and B) 3268 (predominantly haploid) culture samples taken over the course of this
study. Each point represents one sample (representative samples of replicates taken in defense
induction experiment I). Filled points are samples from the cell cycle experiment. Open points are
samples taken for the purpose of checking ploidy prior or subsequent to experiments (“ploidy check”
samples) or samples taken during the defense induction experiments. Only samples from cell cycle
analysis, ploidy check on Sep 2011, and defense induction experiment II were taken at different time
points on the same day.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 3. Morphology of E. huxleyi strains 3266 (diploid) and 3268 (predominantly haploid). A)
SEM image of typical calcifying 3266. B) Phase contrast image of calcifying 3266. C) Phase contrast
image of non-calcifying and apparently non-flagellated 3268. Cells with this morphology were
occasionally observed in strain 3266 but were very rare compared to calcified cells. D) Phase contrast
image of non-calcifying flagellated 3268 (confirmed haploid). On one occasion an old culture of
diploid 3266 grown in f/2 changed phase to this cell morphology. Scale bars on phase contrast images
represent 5 m.
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cells still in S phase (cells still in the process of replicating DNA for mitosis), so the actual mean
G2/M peak value is probably closer to 4. The G2/M peak for each sample had 2.0±0.05 (mean ±
SEM, n = 17) times the relative DNA of the G0/G1 peak.
Due to consistent calcification and lack of a described E. huxleyi life-cycle phase with 4N
DNA content, I considered this strain to be consistently diploid throughout all experiments (Green et
al., 1996; Klaveness, 1972).
Emiliania huxleyi strain 3268 (predominantly haploid). The percentage of cells in the
haploid G0/G1 peak (1N DNA content) never increased above 60% (observed at 06:00, Figure 1B)
during the 24-hr cell cycle experiment. Samples taken throughout this study (before and after the cell
cycle experiment) indicated a highly inconsistent pattern of cell division, with samples taken during
daylight hours often showing large peaks consistent with either 2N DNA content (indicating either
haploid cells in G2/M phase or diploid cells in G0/G1 phase) or 1N DNA content (indicating haploid
cells in G0/G1 phase) (Figure 2B).
Calcification was never observed in this strain, as indicated by flow cytometric analysis and
microscopy (Figure 3C, D). Cells were obviously motile because cultures consistently appeared well
mixed, with few cells settling on the bottom of culture flasks. However, the appearance of flagella
and visible motility in this strain was rare under microscopic observation. The majority of cells
appeared to be non-flagellated, with a few cells in every culture that were actively motile.
Relative DNA content (combined data from the cell cycle experiment and other samples
taken during this study) ranged from 0.9 to 1.5 and averaged 1.3 for the putative haploid G0/G1 peak.
The putative haploid G2/M peak (potentially including non-calcifying diploid cells in G0/G1) ranged
from 1.9 to 2.8 and averaged 2.4. The putative haploid G2/M peak in each sample had 2.1±0.06
(mean ± SEM, n = 10) times the relative DNA of the haploid G0/G1 peak.
The determination of ploidy for this strain is complicated by the possible presence of noncalcifying cells with 2N DNA content and by the variable timing of cell division. The percentage of
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cells in the peak consistent with haploid cells in G0/G1 phase is indicated, where determined, as a
conservative estimate of the minimum percentage of haploid cells in each culture.

Preliminary experiment I: 24-hr ingestion rate

Microscopic inspection of S. acuminatum in all flasks after 24 hr showed healthy ciliates that
appeared to have ingested E. huxleyi, with no noticeable reduction in overall ciliate concentration.
However, only in the 2 ciliates ml-1 treatments were the calculated ingestion rates appreciably above
zero (330±246 cells ciliate-1 d-1 for diploid cells and 1221±393 cells ciliate-1 d-1 for haploid cells,
mean ± range, n = 2, Figure 4). Note that flow cytometer counts were not verified by microscope
counts in this experiment. Concentrations of haploid cells were likely systematically underestimated
(see below), although this should have had little to no effect on estimates of ingestion rate and change
in cell concentrations. Apparent ingestion rates were close to zero or slightly negative in treatments
with 6, 10, and 14 ciliates ml-1. Negative ingestion rates as calculated from Frost (1972) can be
obtained when net growth of prey is higher in the presence of predators than it is in the predator-free
control. Indeed, the change in haploid cell concentration (final – initial) over 24 hr was positive and
increased slightly with ciliate concentration, although the positive ingestion rate calculated at 2
ciliates ml-1 decreased the effect slightly (Figure 5). The change in diploid cell concentration did not
systematically decrease or increase with ciliate concentration.
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diploid
haploid

Figure 4. Apparent S. acuminatum ingestion rates from preliminary experiment I (24-hr ingestion
rate) on diploid and haploid E. huxleyi prey at four ciliate concentrations using the cell disappearance
method of ingestion rate estimation. Error bars, where visible, display ± range, n = 2.
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diploid
haploid

Figure 5. Change in diploid and haploid E. huxleyi cell concentrations (final – initial) during
preliminary experiment I (24-hr ingestion rate) at four S. acuminatum concentrations and in a no
predator control using the cell disappearance method of ingestion rate estimation. Starting
concentrations were 4000 cells ml-1 and 21,400 cells ml-1 for diploid and haploid E. huxleyi,
respectively. Error bars display ± range, n = 2.
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Preliminary experiment II: growth stimulation

Emiliania huxleyi growth rates estimated over 56-62 hr in f/50 control treatments (grown in
filtrate without ciliates) were very low due to the low light conditions (0.05 d-1 for diploid and 0.12 d-1
for haploid cells, Figure 6). Experimental conditions were similar to preliminary experiment I, except
that light levels were slightly higher (and therefore growth rates should have been slightly higher as
well). With increasing f-medium nutrient strength, growth rates generally decreased for both strains
(Figure 6). This was contrary to previous culturing observations and possibly due to an interaction
between incubation conditions (low light levels, small flasks with no air exchange, rotation) and
nutrient concentrations. For both diploid and haploid E. huxleyi the 0.2 m ciliate filtrate had no
significant effect on growth rates when compared to respective control treatments (p > 0.2). Growth
rates were significantly higher in the 1.0 m ciliate filtrate (which included the bacterial size fraction)
than in the control filtrate for haploid cells (p = 0.02), but not significantly higher for diploid cells (p
= 0.11), although the same trend was observed. Haploid E. huxleyi had a 78% higher growth rate in
the 1.0 m ciliate filtrate (+bacteria) than in the 0.2 m control filtrate.
Comparisons of flow cytometer cell counts with selected microscope cell counts showed that
the flow cytometric method was consistent and accurate for diploid cells (3.0±9.5% difference for
flow cytometry vs. microscopy, mean ± SEM, n = 10) but not for haploid cells, where flow cytometry
indicated clumping (microscope counts were 25±9.8% higher than flow cytometer counts, mean ±
SEM, n = 14). Differences in cell counts did not vary systematically with treatment or time in this
experiment, however, so flow cytometry-derived growth rates are presented above.
Flow cytometric analysis of SYBR stained samples from f/5 treatments confirmed much
higher bacteria numbers in the 1.0 m ciliate filtrate than in the control. In diploid treatments, there
were 4.2×106 bacteria ml-1 and 1.4×105 bacteria ml-1 in the 1.0 m ciliate and 0.2 m control filtrates,
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A) diploid

B) haploid

*

Figure 6. A) diploid and B) haploid E. huxleyi growth rates in three nutrient strengths with or without
dissolved substances/bacteria from ciliates in preliminary experiment II (growth stimulation). All
ciliate filtrate treatments included 0.2 m filtered ciliate cultures except the last, which consisted of
1.0 m filtrate (f/5 + bacteria). The f/5 control filtrate bar is repeated for comparison to the f/5 +
bacteria filtrate bar. Error bars display ± SEM, n = 4; asterisk indicates significant difference between
ciliate filtrate and control bars, α = 0.05.
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respectively. In haploid treatments, there were 4.1×106 bacteria ml-1 and 9.9×105 bacteria ml-1 in the
in the 1.0 m ciliate and 0.2 m control filtrates, respectively. Bacteria numbers were also lower in
the 0.2 m ciliate filtrates, with 3.6×105 bacteria ml-1 and 1.3×106 bacteria ml-1 for diploid and
haploid E. huxleyi, respectively.

Defense induction experiment I

I observed a very strong induced defense response in haploid E. huxleyi grown in f/2 medium.
Other prey types in this experiment (diploids grown in f/50 and f/2 and haploids grown in f/50) had
no defense response or only a weak defense response. Haploid E. huxleyi grown in f/2 that had been
previously exposed to predators were ingested by S. acuminatum SPMC142 at a 43.0±2.33% (mean ±
SEM, n = 4) lower rate over 0-30 min than naïve cells (significantly different from zero, p < 0.001,
Figure 7). However, this defense response was not present in haploid E. huxleyi when it was grown in
f/50 medium (p = 0.14). For diploid E. huxleyi, no significant defense response was observed when
this strain was grown in f/50 medium (p = 0.84), although a weak (13.9±2.55% reduction in ingestion
rate) and marginally non-significant defense response was observed in f/2-grown diploid E. huxleyi (p
= 0.012, α = 0.01).
Ingestion time-course for diploid E. huxleyi. Both f/50- and f/2-grown diploid E. huxleyi
were ingested at an initially (before 5 min) reduced rate when they had been previously exposed to
predators compared to unexposed prey, resulting in consistently slightly lower biovolume ingested at
5-, 10-, and 30-min time points (Figure 8A). However, after 5 min ingestion rates were not higher on
N prey than on PE prey. Although there was a significant main effect of predator exposure on mean
vacuole content (p = 0.028), predator exposure did not significantly affect the quadratic and/or linear
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*

diploid, f/50

diploid, f/2

haploid, f/50

haploid, f/2

Figure 7. The strength of the defense response for all prey types in defense induction experiment I,
calculated as the percent change in ingestion rate on PE relative to N E. huxleyi. Negative values
indicate a defense response activated in the presence of the predator. Error bars display ± SEM, n = 4;
asterisk indicates value significantly different from zero, α = 0.01.
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A) diploid

B) haploid

Figure 8. Strombidinopsis acuminatum vacuole prey content of A) diploid and B) haploid E. huxleyi
over time in defense induction experiment I. Open symbols represent naïve (N) treatments, black
symbols represent predator exposed (PE) treatments. See text for discussion of underestimation of
ingestion rates due to the presence of ciliates with 40+ prey ingested; the largest underestimation was
in N diploid treatments at 30 min. Error bars, where visible, display ± SEM, n = 4.
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relationship over these time points, indicating that ingestion rates after 5 min were not significantly
different for PE and N prey grown in either medium type (Table 3).
Ciliates had a high ingestion rate on f/2-grown diploid cells that was constant from 5 to 30
min. Although ingestion rates were initially higher on f/50-grown diploids than on f/2-grown
diploids, after 10 min ingestion rates on f/50-grown diploids decreased substantially (Figure 8A). For
ciliates fed f/2-grown diploids, the ingestion rate over 0-30 min was 148±8.0m3 ciliate-1 min-1 for N
prey and 128±3.79m3 ciliate-1 min-1 for PE prey (mean ± SEM, n = 4, Table 4). For ciliates fed
f/50-grown diploids, the ingestion rate decreased from 232±21.3 m3 ciliate-1 min-1 (0-10 min) to
67.6±12.2 m3 ciliate-1 min-1 (10-30 min) for N prey and from 183±16.4 m3 ciliate-1 min-1 (0-10
min) to 70.9±15.9m3 ciliate-1 min-1 (10-30 min) for PE prey, which resulted in a pattern of
increasing vacuole content over time that had a significant quadratic component accounting for 7% of
between-groups variance (p = 0.008, Table 3). Considering only the linear component of the
relationship of increasing vacuole content over time of diploid cells grown in both medium types,
predators ingested f/2-grown prey at an overall higher rate than f/50-grown prey (significant medium
interaction, p < 0.001, Table 3).
The number of prey ingested by ciliates in the 30-min time point samples was extremely
variable, ranging from 0 to 40+. Between 10 and 20% of ciliates had no visible diploid cells inside
their food vacuoles. For prey grown in both medium types, the higher biovolume ingested observed
on N prey at 30 min was almost entirely due to a larger percentage of ciliates in the N treatment that
had ingested 40+ prey compared to the PE treatment (Figure 9A).
By the 24-hr time point, despite the differences observed in mean vacuole content between
treatments over the initial 30-min interval, ciliate vacuoles in all treatments contained approximately
the same biovolume of prey, in all cases at dramatically reduced levels compared to the 30-min time
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Table 3. Results of statistical analyses of S. acuminatum mean vacuole content of diploid E.
huxleyi (m3 ciliate-1) over time for defense induction experiment I. Significant p-values are bold.
Tests are significant at p < 0.05 for omnibus ANOVAR and polynomial contrasts. Tests are
significant at p < 0.01 for individual polynomial contrasts (correction for multiple contrasts).
Test
2×2×3 ANOVAR

Within subjects

Between subjects

Polynomial
contrasts

Within subjects

Effect

df

F

p

Time

2

330

<0.001

Time × medium

2

23.5

<0.001

Time × predator exposure

2

1.34

0.28

Time × medium × predator exposure

2

0.530

0.60

Error

24

Medium

1

6.44

0.026

Predator exposure

1

6.83

0.023

Medium × predator exposure

1

0.109

0.75

Error

12

Time
Linear

1

488

<0.001

Quadratic

1

6.51

0.025

Linear

1

26.8

<0.001

Quadratic

1

16.7

0.002

Linear

1

1.13

0.31

Quadratic

1

1.77

0.21

Linear

1

0.690

0.42

Quadratic

1

0.201

0.66

Time × medium

Time × predator exposure

Time × medium × predator exposure

Error
f/50 medium
N and PE collapsed

12

Time
Linear

1

103

<0.001

Quadratic

1

13.8

0.008

Error
f/2 medium
N and PE collapsed

7

Time
Linear

1

632

<0.001

Quadratic

1

2.96

0.13

Error

7
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Table 4. S. acuminatum ingestion rates on E. huxleyi prey (m3 ciliate-1 min-1) during
defense induction experiments I and II. Ingestion rates for experiment I were
calculated as slopes over time intervals suggested by polynomial contrasts of test
stage data (i.e. 0-10 min and 10-30 min for instances where the pattern of increasing
vacuole content over time had a significant quadratic component or 0-30 min for
solely linear relationships). The same intervals were applied for induction stage data.
Values are mean ± SEM, n = 4, except for induction stage where n = 1. For
experiment II, ingestion rates at 20 min are given. Values are mean ± SEM, n = 5.
Experiment
II

Experiment I
Induction stage
Strain

Medium

Diploid

f/50

Diploid

f/2

Haploid

f/50

Haploid

f/2

Test stage

Test stage

Predator
exposure

0-10
min

10-30
min

0-10
min

10-30
min

20 min

N

163

76.6

232±21.3

67.6±12.2

-

PE

-

-

183±16.4

70.9±15.9

-

0-30 min

0-30 min

N

71.2

148±7.95

-

PE

-

128±3.79

-

N

5.48

10.3±1.07

-

PE

-

11.5±0.63

-

N

6.98

15.0±1.36

18.3±0.88

PE

-

8.52±0.35

13.6±0.52
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A) diploid, f/50

B) diploid, f/2

C) haploid, f/50

D) haploid, f/2

Figure 9. Percentage of ciliates within each interval of the number of prey ingested for prey types A)
f/50-grown diploid, B) f/2-grown diploid, C) f/50-grown haploid, and D) f/2-grown haploid E.
huxleyi in defense induction experiment I, 30 min time point only. Error bars display ± SEM, n = 4.
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point (Figure 8A). There were no differences in ingested biovolume at this time point between PE and
N prey (p > 0.90).
Note that ingestion rate estimates at 30 min and 24 hr are underestimates of true ingestion
rate due to the fact that my calculations assume that ciliates with 40+ prey inside had ingested a
biovolume equivalent to only 40 cells. At 30 min a large percentage of ciliates had ingested 40+ prey.
For f/50-grown diploids, 19±5.2% and 27±1.8% of ciliates fed PE and N cells, respectively, had
ingested 40+ prey (mean ± SEM, n = 4). For f/2-grown diploids, 44±3.1% and 62±3.3% of ciliates
fed PE and N cells, respectively, had ingested 40+ prey. Therefore, in both cases the calculated
ingestion rate for N cells is a larger underestimate than that for PE cells, resulting in conservative
estimates of the strength of the defense response at 30 min. By 24 hr only 2.5-5.0% of ciliates had
40+ prey inside, with no systematic differences between N and PE prey.
Ingestion time-course for haploid E. huxleyi. Ciliate ingestion rates were constant over 30
min in all treatments for haploid E. huxleyi, with predator exposure causing considerably reduced
ingestion rates in f/2-grown haploids but not f/50-grown haploids (Figure 8B). The ingestion rate over
the 0-30 min interval for f/2-grown haploids was 15.0±1.4m3 ciliate-1 min-1 and 8.52±0.35m3
ciliate-1 min-1 for N and PE prey, respectively (mean ± SEM, n = 4, Table 4). For this prey type,
predator exposure had a significant effect on the linear relationship of increasing vacuole content over
time (p = 0.008, Table 5), confirming the presence of a strong defense response. For f/50-grown
haploids, ingestion rates over 0-30 min were 10.3±1.1 m3 ciliate-1 min-1 and 11.5±0.63m3 ciliate-1
min-1 for N and PE prey, respectively. Predator exposure did not have a significant effect on the linear
relationship of increasing vacuole content over time for f/50-grown haploids, confirming a lack of an
observed defense response in this prey type over 0-30 min.
The number of prey ingested by ciliates in the 30-min time point samples was extremely
variable, ranging from 0 to 40+. Between 15 and 35% of ciliates had no visible haploid cells inside
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Table 5. Results of statistical analyses of S. acuminatum mean vacuole content of haploid E. huxleyi
(m3 ciliate-1) over time during defense induction experiment I. Significant p-values are bold. Tests
are significant at the 0.05 level for omnibus ANOVAR and polynomial contrasts. Tests are significant
at the 0.01 level for individual polynomial contrasts (correction for multiple contrasts).
Test
2×2×3 ANOVAR

Within subjects

Between subjects

Polynomial
contrasts

Within subjects

Effect

df

F

p

Time
Time × medium

1.51
1.51

403
0.203

<0.001
0.76

Time × predator exposure

1.51

4.24

0.040

Time × medium × predator exposure

1.51

12.5

0.001

Error

18.1

Medium

1

8.71

0.012

Predator exposure

1

22.5

<0.001

Medium × predator exposure

1

28.5

<0.001

Error

12

Time
Linear

1

455

<0.001

Quadratic

1

17.2

0.001

Linear

1

0.117

0.74

Quadratic

1

0.837

0.38

Linear

1

4.80

0.049

Quadratic

1

0.039

0.848

Linear

1

13.700

0.003

Quadratic

1

3.69

0.079

Time × medium

Time × predator exposure

Time × medium × predator exposure

Error
f/50 medium
Comparing N and PE

12

Time
Linear

1

248

<0.001

Quadratic

1

6.26

0.046

Linear

1

1.29

0.30

Quadratic

1

1.78

0.23

Time × predator exposure

Error
f/2 medium
Comparing N and PE

6

Time
Linear

1

211

<0.001

Quadratic

1

11.0

0.016

Linear

1

15.6

0.008

Quadratic

1

1.92

0.22

Time × predator exposure

Error

6
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their food vacuole. The effect of predator exposure for f/2-grown prey was almost entirely due to the
higher percentage of ciliates fed N prey ingesting 10-19 or 40+ cells compared to ciliates fed PE prey
(Figure 9B).
In contrast to diploid E. huxleyi, there were large differences in the amount of prey inside
ciliates in different treatments after 24 hr (Figure 8B). Vacuole contents of f/2-grown prey continued
to increase slightly over 24 hr, but ciliates sustained a significantly lower mean vacuole content of PE
prey than N prey (p = 0.026). For f/50 grown prey, the biovolume of prey inside food vacuoles
decreased overall compared to the 30-min time point and was significantly lower on PE prey than on
N prey (p = 0.002). This suggests that a defense response did eventually occur in this prey type,
despite equal ingestion rates on PE and N prey observed from 0-30 min.
The difference in ingestion rates between PE and N f/2-grown haploid cells was also due in
part to a consistently higher percentage of the ciliate population in the N treatment that actively fed on
E. huxleyi prey (Figure 10). In all other treatments (including diploid E. huxleyi treatments) the
percent of the population feeding was very similar for PE and N treatments (data not shown).
Note that, again, ingestion rate estimates at 30 min and 24 hr are likely underestimates of true
ingestion rates due to the fact that my calculations assume that ciliates with 40+ prey inside had
ingested a biovolume equivalent to only 40 cells. In most cases for haploid E. huxleyi, the percentage
of ciliates with 40+ prey was lower than 5%, suggesting any underestimation would be small. The
two exceptions to this were N f/2-grown haploids at 30 min and 24 hr, where 8.0±2.2% and 14±4.1%
of ciliates (mean ± SEM, n = 4), respectively, had ingested 40+ prey, resulting again in conservative
estimates of the strength of the defense.
Comparative ingestion rates. Ciliates fed only H. triquetra had an ingestion rate of 127 m3
ciliate-1 min-1 on this prey, which was comparable to the ingestion rate on f/2-grown diploid E.
huxleyi (Table 4). In contrast to diploid cells, the biovolume of H. triquetra ingested increased
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N
PE

Figure 10. Percent of ciliates feeding on f/2-grown haploid E. huxleyi over time in defense induction
experiment I. Error bars, where visible, display ± SEM, n = 4.
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substantially from 30 min to 24 hr, from 3815 m3 ciliate-1 to 11,445 m3 ciliate-1. Unfed control
ciliates showed negligible feeding on leftover I. galbana or other prey that looked similar to E.
huxleyi (0.1 cells ciliate-1, with only 7% of the population containing one or more E. huxleyi-like
prey).
Ciliates ingested diploid cells at a much higher rate than haploid cells during the test stage.
By 30 min, ciliates had ingested 3673 m3 ciliate-1 (equivalent to 16.9 cells ciliate-1 or 121 pg C
ciliate-1) of f/50-grown diploids and 4321 m3 ciliate-1 (equivalent to 27.4 cells ciliate-1 or 156 pg C
ciliate-1) of f/2-grown diploids in the N prey treatment. In comparison, by 30 min ciliates had ingested
only 300 m3 ciliate-1 (equivalent to 6.7 cells ciliate-1 or 47.4 pg C ciliate-1) of f/50-grown haploids
and 447 m3 ciliate-1 (equivalent to 9.5 cells ciliate-1 or 74.1 pg C ciliate-1) of f/2-grown haploids in
the N treatment. If we consider only initial ingestion rates (from 0-10 min) when ingestion rates were
not constant (i.e. for diploid cells grown in f/50), there was a strong and significant linear relationship
between prey size (biovolume) and ingestion rate on N prey (p < 0.001, R2 = 0.96). This relationship
disappeared when the weighted mean ingestion rate on f/50-grown diploid cells was used (as
calculated for comparisons of defense response strength, Figure 11).
Due to the potentially large influence of prey biovolume on S. acuminatum ingestion rates, I
investigated the possibility that predators in the induction stage selected larger cells, thereby causing
reduced ingestion rates on the smaller PE cells remaining during the test stage. In this experiment, I
unfortunately did not take biovolume measurements of live E. huxleyi after exposure to ciliates during
the induction stage. However, alkaline Lugol’s preserved samples taken for haploid cell counts before
and after the induction stage were preserved well enough for later biovolume measurements. F/50grown haploid cell biovolume increased after the 24-hr induction stage from 43.7±2.5 to 62.0±3.4
m3 cell-1 in the PE treatment and to 58.7±2.5m3 cell-1 in the N treatment (mean ± SEM, n = 30).
Post-induction stage mean biovolume was not significantly different between
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diploid, f/50 (initial)
diploid, f/50 (weighted mean)
diploid, f/2
haploid, f/50
haploid, f/2

y = 1.26x – 46.3

Figure 11. Relationship of S. acuminatum ingestion rate and E. huxleyi prey biovolume observed in
defense induction experiment I. Ingestion rates are presented from naïve treatments only. Ingestion
rates were calculated over the 0-30 min interval for all treatments except f/50-grown diploid E.
huxleyi, where the initial 0-10 min interval was used due to the nonlinear response. Ingestion rate
strongly and significantly increased linearly with prey biovolume (p < 0.001, R2 = 0.96). The
weighted mean for f/50-grown diploids is also included in the plot, but not in the regression (see text).
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PE and N f/50-grown haploids (p = 0.43, Student’s t-test). Similarly, f/2-grown haploid mean
biovolume decreased only slightly over 24 hr in the PE treatment (from 33.2±3.1 to 31.6±1.9 m3
cell-1) and was not significantly different in the N treatment (34.7±2.5m3 cell-1) after 24 hr (p =
0.33, Student’s t-test). These data confirm that prey size selection by ciliates, if it occurred, did not
alter PE relative to N prey size distributions in haploid E. huxleyi.
I cannot confirm that size selection did not occur in diploid E. huxleyi treatments during the
induction stage because alkaline Lugol’s samples were too degraded for accurate biovolume
measurements after predator exposure. However, using flow cytometer forward scatter (FSC) from
samples taken for DNA content analysis as a rough proxy for cell size, I estimated that PE f/2-grown
diploid cells were 14% smaller compared to N cells. This suggests some selection of larger cells by
ciliates. F/50-grown diploids as well as haploids grown in both medium types had very similar FSC
values between PE and N treatments.
Emiliania huxleyi characteristics. DNA content analysis demonstrated that predator
exposure and medium type did not appreciably affect the DNA content distributions for either diploid
or haploid E. huxleyi, indicating that these factors did not alter the timing of the cell cycle or promote
life-cycle phase change over 24 hr (data not shown). Samples of 3268 taken at 12:00 on the day
before the experiment showed an average of only 14% of cells in the peak consistent with haploid
cells in G0/G1 phase, with 86% of cells in a second peak consistent with either haploid cells in G2/M
phase or diploid cells in G0/G1 phase. Test stage samples taken two days later at 15:00 showed an
average of 56% of cells in the haploid peak. I also subsequently took samples from the same culture
series 6 months later at three time points over the course of a day and observed that the percentage of
cells in the G0/G1 peak increased from 65% at 09:00 to 75% at 13:00 and 85% at 18:00, suggesting
that cell division was occurring during the daytime. Thus, ≥56% of cells in the haploid phase (Table
6) is a conservative estimate for this strain, as I may have found a higher
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Table 6. Defense induction experiment I prey characteristics. Chemical analyses and biovolume
measurements were performed on stock cultures 24 hr prior to the induction stage. Ploidy determination was
done with samples taken after the test stage. Values are mean ± SEM (or range for carbon and nitrogen
data).
Diploid E. huxleyi

Haploid E. huxleyi
a

Flow cytometric ploidy

2N

2N

≥56% 1N

Medium

f/50

f/2

f/50

f/2

f/2

-1

0.66±0.10

0.91±0.13

0.61±0.09

1.4±0.25

-

-1

7.2±0.18

5.7±0.01

7.1±0.25

7.8±0.60

1.1

PIC (pg C cell )

6.2±0.46

4.8±0.85

0.28±0.25

0.48±0.60

-

PIC:POC

0.86±0.08

0.83±0.15

0.04±0.04

0.06±0.08

-

11±1.5

6.3±0.92

12±2.0

5.5±0.76

-

DMSPP:POC (pg DMSP pg C )

0.12±0.002

0.13±0.009

0.11±0.002

0.14±<0.001

-

Diameter (m)

7.4±0.17

6.6±0.18

4.3±0.10

4.4±0.08

15 × 20

TPN (pg N cell )
POC (pg C cell )
-1

POC:TPN
-1

3

-1

Biovolume (m cell )

218±15.2

158±12.6

45.0±3.16

≥56% 1N

H. triquetra
a

47.1±2.47

a. Reflects the percentage of cells with DNA content consistent with haploid cells in the G0/G1 phase of the cell cycle (see text).
b. From Graham and Strom, 2010
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-

b

2355

b

b

percentage had I sampled later in the evening on the day of the experiment. In addition, as in previous
experiments, flagella were observed on some cells under the microscope, and cells in the stock
cultures were consistently visibly well mixed, indicating motility.
Emiliania huxleyi, as expected, had much higher POC:TPN ratios when grown in f/50
medium than in f/2 medium, suggesting nitrogen limitation (Table 6). Diploid E. huxleyi was larger
when grown in f/50 medium, but this increase in size was not due to an increased PIC:POC ratio
(which would have suggested an increase in calcification relative to cellular organic carbon content).
Rather, PIC:POC ratios were very similar for diploid cells grown in the two medium types,
suggesting that diploid cells simply grew larger overall in response to nutrient limiting conditions. In
contrast, haploid cells grown in f/50 and f/2 medium were very similar in size. The two E. huxleyi
strains had very similar cellular DMSPp content under both nutrient regimes, with slightly higher
levels when grown in f/2 medium.
During the induction stage, E. huxleyi cell concentrations showed a net increase over 24 hr in
almost all cases, even in PE treatments. For diploid E. huxleyi, cell concentrations increased by 1723% in N treatments. In PE treatments, f/50-grown cells increased in concentration by 11%, while
f/2-grown cells decreased in concentration by 7%. For haploid E. huxleyi, cell concentrations
increased by 13-27% in N treatments, while PE treatments increased in concentration by 3-6%.

Defense induction experiment II

Ingestion on E. huxleyi. I again observed a strong induced defense response in f/2-grown
haploid E. huxleyi, although not as strong as observed in defense induction experiment I. Previous
predator exposure caused S. acuminatum SPMC153 to reduce its ingestion rate on this prey (when
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offered alone) by 25.4±2.85% (mean ± SEM, n = 5). Ingestion rates were 18.3±0.88 m3 ciliate-1 min1

for PE haploids and 13.6±0.52 m3 ciliate-1 min-1 for N haploids (Figure 12). These rates are slightly

higher than those observed for S. acuminatum SPMC142 fed f/2-grown haploid E. huxleyi during
defense induction experiment I (Table 4).
Ingestion rates on PE haploid cells were significantly lower than on N haploid cells (main
effect of predator exposure, p < 0.001, Table 7), both when haploid E. huxleyi was the only prey and
when H. triquetra was included as prey (no predator exposure × prey mixture interaction, p = 0.94,
Figure 12). As expected, when H. triquetra was present, ingestion rates on haploid E. huxleyi were
significantly lower overall (main effect of prey mixture, p < 0.001).
The higher ingestion rate on N cells in the treatment fed only haploid E. huxleyi was
primarily due to a higher percentage of ciliates in the N treatment with 10 or more ingested haploid
cells than in the PE treatment (Figure 13).
Contrary to defense induction experiment I, there was no difference in the percent of ciliates
feeding on haploid cells between N and PE treatments fed only E. huxleyi (p = 0.09, Student’s t-test).
Only 10% of ciliates had no visible E. huxleyi inside their food vacuole.
Ingestion on H. triquetra. Adding PE haploid cells or filtrate to treatments fed H. triquetra
did not reduce ciliate ingestion of H. triquetra (Figure 14), despite an observed reduced ingestion rate
on PE haploids (Figure 12). Inclusion of PE vs. N haploid cells or filtrate in the prey mixture had no
effect on ciliate ingestion rates on H. triquetra (no main effect of predator exposure, p = 0.38, Table
8). However, when filtrates were present, ingestion rates on H. triquetra were significantly higher
overall in both PE and N treatments than when haploid cells were present (main effect of prey
mixture, p < 0.001). Only ingestion rates on H. triquetra in the presence of filtrates from N haploid
cells were significantly higher in comparison to the control fed only H. triquetra (Dunnett’s t-test, p =
0.02).
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*

*

E. huxleyi only

E. huxleyi + H. triquetra

Figure 12. Strombidinopsis acuminatum ingestion rates on f/2-grown haploid E. huxleyi in defense
induction experiment II. Error bars display ± SEM, n = 5; asterisks indicate significant differences
between N and PE bars, α = 0.05.
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Table 7. Results of ANOVA on ingestion rates (m3 ciliate-1 min-1)
of S. acuminatum on f/2-grown haploid E. huxleyi in defense
induction experiment II. Significant p-values are bold.
Test
2 × 2 ANOVA

Effect

df

F

p

Predator exposure

1

38.9

<0.001

Prey mixture

1

113

<0.001

Predator exposure × prey mixture

1

0.005

0.943

Error

16
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Figure 13. Percentage of ciliates within each interval of the number of prey ingested in defense
induction experiment II, 20 min time point. Error bars display ± SEM, n = 5.
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*

E. huxleyi + H. triquetra

filtrate + H. triquetra

Figure 14. Strombidinopsis acuminatum ingestion rates on H. triquetra in defense induction
experiment II. Dashed line indicates mean ingestion rate when fed H. triquetra alone (dotted lines
above and below indicate ± SEM). Error bars display ± SEM, n = 5. Asterisk indicates value
significantly different from ingestion rate on H. triquetra when offered alone.
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Table 8. Results of ANOVA on ingestion rates (m3 ciliate-1 min-1)
of S. acuminatum on H. triquetra in defense induction experiment II.
Significant p-values are bold.
Test
2 × 2 ANOVA

Effect

df

F

Predator exposure

1

0.805

0.38

Prey mixture

1

24.6

<0.001

Predator exposure × prey mixture

1

0.284

0.60

Error

16
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p

Prey characteristics. I were unable to confirm via flow cytometric DNA analysis that E.
huxleyi was haploid during this experiment because results were ambiguous. Both samples (morning
and midday) showed only one peak with a relative DNA value consistent with either haploid cells in
G2/M phase or diploid cells in G0/G1 phase of mitosis (mean relative DNA was 1.9, Figure 4).
However, as in previous experiments, flagella were observed on many cells under the microscope,
and cells in the stock cultures were consistently visibly well mixed, indicating motility.
Nitrogen content in this strain decreased during the 24-hr induction stage, with TPC:TPN
ratios increasing from 5.21±0.32 to 6.73±0.37 in the PE treatment and to 6.70±0.29 in the N treatment
(mean ± SEM, n = 4, Table 9). TPC and TPN were both slightly higher in PE cells than in N cells.
As observed in defense induction experiment I, haploid E. huxleyi increased in concentration
over the 24-hr induction stage. The N treatment increased by 16%, while the cell concentration in the
PE treatment increased by 21%.
Although mean cell biovolume decreased over 24 hr, predators did not change the size
distribution of haploid E. huxleyi during the induction stage (Table 9). Prior to exposure to ciliates or
ciliate medium during the induction stage, haploid cell biovolume was 42.2±2.7 m3 cell-1 (mean ±
SEM, n = 30, Table 9). After the induction stage, mean biovolume was reduced to 35.8±2.6m3 cell-1
for PE cells and 34.2±2.4 m3 cell-1 for N cells (no significant difference between PE and N, p = 0.64,
Student’s t-test).
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Table 9. Defense induction experiment II prey characteristics. Chemical
analyses and biovolume measurements were performed on f/2-grown haploid
E. huxleyi stock cultures prior to the induction stage and for both PE and N
treatments after the induction stage. All measurements for H. triquetra were
done on stock cultures prior to the induction stage. Note that I did not acidify
samples for CHN analysis for this experiment because PIC values for this
strain were small in defense induction experiment I; therefore TPC values
(sum of PIC and POC) are presented. Values are mean ± SEM.
Haploid E. huxleyi

H. triquetra

Pre-induction
stage

PE

N

Pre-induction
stage

TPC (pg C cell )
-1
TPN (pg N cell )

6.11±0.07

6.85±0.05

6.11±0.05

328±1.97

1.18±0.07

1.03±0.06

0.92±0.04

69.1±1.57

TPC:TPN

5.21±0.32

6.73±0.37

6.70±0.29

4.75±0.11

4.3±0.09

3.97±0.09

4.03±0.09

14.5 × 20.4

42.2±2.72

34.2±2.37

35.8±2.61

2265±100

-1

Diameter (m)
3

-1

Biovolume (m cell )
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DISCUSSION

I found strong evidence for a predator defense system in E. huxleyi that is activated in the
presence of the common ciliate predator S. acuminatum. This inducible defense specifically
benefitted E. huxleyi without simultaneously inhibiting predation on another prey species (H.
triquetra). The capacity for activation of this defense strongly depended on E. huxleyi life-cycle phase
and nutrient availability. This defense system, found here to be strongest in the haploid phase, is
evidence for the importance of the heteromorphic haploid-diploid life cycle in the ecology of this
ubiquitous and often abundant phytoplankton species.

Evidence for inducible defense

Preliminary experiments I and II gave us indirect evidence of a defense system in E. huxleyi.
Recall that the cell disappearance method of measuring ingestion rate takes the difference in net prey
concentration change between treatments with and without predators. For accurate ingestion rates,
prey growth must be equal in both treatments with and without predators. I observed reduced
apparent ingestion rates on haploid cells at higher ciliate concentrations (24-hr ingestion rate
experiment, Figure 4). This suggested two possible, non-mutually exclusive phenomena: 1) that E.
huxleyi growth rates are substantially increased in a predator concentration-dependent manner in the
presence of some waste or exudate produced by feeding S. acuminatum or associated bacteria
(particularly in haploid E. huxleyi, see increased cell concentrations in Figure 5); and/or 2) that E.
huxleyi is capable of quickly detecting the presence of ciliates above a threshold concentration of
more than ~2 ciliates ml-1 and responding by activating a defense mechanism that substantially
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reduces S. acuminatum predation within 24 hr. Note that in this experiment alone, I calculated
saturating biovolumes based on saturating concentrations of H. triquetra rather than the more
comparable E. huxleyi strain 374 used for calculations in later experiments; this may have resulted in
cell concentrations lower than saturating levels, particularly for diploid E. huxleyi (~4000 cells ml-1).
This may explain the observation that ingestion rates on diploid E. huxleyi were substantially lower
than on haploid E. huxleyi at 2 ciliates ml-1, while diploid cells were ingested at a much higher rate
than haploid cells in defense induction experiment I.
The growth stimulation experiment ruled out the possibility that E. huxleyi growth rates were
substantially increased by the presence of ciliates or associated bacteria. Growth rates were
significantly increased (by 75%) in haploid E. huxleyi by a filtrate including bacteria from a very
dense ciliate culture (63 ciliates ml-1) (Figure 6B). However, this growth stimulation was not enough
to explain the low apparent ingestion rates observed at 6-14 ciliates ml-1 in the initial experiment.
Emiliania huxleyi growth rates were extremely low under these experimental conditions, even with
stimulation by bacteria. If we assume that the ingestion rate on haploid E. huxleyi was 1221 cells
ciliate-1 d-1 (the highest calculated apparent ingestion rate, found in the treatment with 2 ciliates ml-1),
approximately 17,000 cells ml-1 would have been ingested in one day in the treatment with 14 ciliates
ml-1. Could growth stimulation by bacteria have resulted in >17,000 more cells ml-1 being produced in
the predator treatment relative to the control treatment (resulting in the observed negative ingestion
rates)? Assuming, as a very rough estimate, that growth was stimulated by 17% in the 14 ciliates ml-1
treatment (i.e. the 75% increase observed in this experiment scaled to the growth stimulation effect
expected from only 14 ciliates ml-1). This calculation predicts that only 3200 more cells ml-1 would
have been produced relative to the control (satisfyingly close to the observed difference of 3700 cells
ml-1). Therefore growth stimulation does not account for the apparent lack of E. huxleyi ingestion
observed at higher ciliate concentrations, strengthening the argument for an inducible defense system
in this species.
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In both defense induction experiments, ingestion rates on f/2-grown haploid E. huxleyi were
substantially reduced when this strain had been previously exposed to predators, a result that fits my
definition of an induced defense response (Figure 8). The response of f/2-grown diploid E. huxleyi
was weak in comparison. In addition to induced defense responses, there are a few other possible
explanations for these results. First, during the induction stage of defense induction experiment I,
ciliates may have selected for larger cells, reducing mean prey size compared to the naïve control and
resulting in lower ingestion rates on PE prey during the test stage. Marine ciliates are known to be
extremely sensitive to prey size (Capriulo, 1982; Jonsson, 1986; Kamiyama and Arima, 2001). Flow
cytometry suggested a ~14% reduction in mean cell biovolume over the induction stage in f/2-grown
diploid E. huxleyi. This size change may have caused the slightly reduced ingestion rates on PE f/2grown diploids that I observed during the test stage, weakening the case for a defense response in this
strain. However, there was no evidence (from preserved sample measurements or flow cytometry)
that mean biovolume changed during the induction stage of defense induction experiment I for
haploid E. huxleyi. Measurements taken on f/2-grown haploid cells during defense induction
experiment II confirm that ciliates did not alter the size distribution of prey during the induction stage
of this experiment. Therefore, prey size differences between N and PE haploid cells cannot explain
the observed difference in ingestion rate.
Another hypothesis explaining reduced ingestion rates on PE f/2-grown haploid E. huxleyi is
the possibility that the nutritional quality of E. huxleyi was reduced in the presence of ciliates during
the induction stage. This could have resulted in higher quality N prey being consumed at a faster rate
during the test stage. Microzooplankton are known to feed at a higher rate on on high nutritional
quality prey, as discussed further below. I showed that haploid E. huxleyi actually had a higher
growth rate in filtrates from S. acuminatum cultures that included bacteria (Figure 6B), suggesting
that nutritional quality, if changed at all, most likely actually improved in PE treatments. Further,
when I measured changes in carbon and nitrogen content before and after predator exposure (defense
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induction experiment II, Table 9), C:N ratios of f/2-grown haploid E. huxleyi were similar for PE and
N prey after the induction stage.
Finally, S. acuminatum feeding during the induction stage could have led to the release of
toxic or otherwise inhibitory compounds from lysed or egested E. huxleyi into the medium. These
compounds could have reduced ingestion of PE prey during the test stage without qualifying as an
evolutionarily selectable defense mechanism (see arguments below against “community defenses”).
Ingested cells release many compounds related to stress and mechanical damage, examples of which
are DMS and dissolved free amino acids (Wolfe and Steinke, 1996; Strom et al., 2007). When added
directly to the medium, DMSP (the precursor to DMS) and several amino acids are inhibitory to
feeding microzooplankton, including S. acuminatum and another common ciliate, Favella sp.
(Fredrickson and Strom, 2009; Strom et al., 2003b; Strom et al., 2007). However, I argue that the
release of some inhibitory compound into the medium did not occur in these experiments. In defense
induction experiment II, the presence of PE haploid cells and associated medium did not inhibit S.
acuminatum ingestion of H. triquetra, and the presence of both PE and N filtrates actually slightly
stimulated ingestion of H. triquetra (Figure 14). Lysis of E. huxleyi during filtration may have caused
the release of compounds that stimulated S. acuminatum feeding. In addition, I found only slight
differences in cellular DMSPp content in the four prey types used in defense induction experiment I
(Table 6). However, the prey type with the largest defense response did have the highest cellular
DMSPp content, and there is a mechanism by which the release of DMSP into the immediate vicinity
of the cell could act as an inducible anti-predator signal (discussed below).
I conclude that the presence of an evolutionarily selectable inducible defense is the best
explanation for reduced ingestion rates observed on PE f/2-grown haploid E. huxleyi. To my
knowledge this is the first demonstration of an inducible defense against predation within the
Coccolithophoridae. In haploid E. huxleyi, the defense was activated quickly upon exposure to cues
from feeding S. acuminatum (≤ 24 hr). I did not determine the source of the cue in this study; haploid
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E. huxleyi may have responded during the induction stage to direct contact with S. acuminatum,
waterborne cues from S. acuminatum, waterborne cues from ingested conspecifics, or a combination
of the above. The ciliate predator recognized defended haploid E. huxleyi within less than 5 min and
responded with 25-43% lower ingestion rates up to 20-30 min, resulting in lower prey biovolume
ingested even by 24 hr. The mechanism of the defense in haploid E. huxleyi remains unknown.
Possible mechanisms include morphological, behavioral, or chemical responses, examples of which
have been found in other phytoplankton species (reviewed by Van Donk et al., 2011).

Mechanism of defense

A morphological defense system has been postulated in the related genus Phaeocystis,
including P. globosa and P. antarctica (Prymnesiophyceae). The two species have several
morphotypes, with both single motile or non-motile cells and colonial forms common. Waterborne
chemical cues from predators can alter the proportion of cells in colonies (Long et al., 2007) and the
size of colonies (Tang, 2003; Tang et al., 2008), which is suggested to create a size-mismatch
problem for predators. This was demonstrated most clearly by Long et al. (2007), who exposed P.
globosa to filtrates from the copepod Acartia tonsa and the ciliate Euplotes sp. A dissolved cue from
feeding A. tonsa caused the proportion of cells in colonies to decrease, while cues from feeding
Euplotes sp. caused an increase in the proportion of cells in colonies. Indeed, A. tonsa was shown to
feed at a higher rate on the colonial form, while Euplotes sp., as expected, had a higher growth rate on
the single cell form. These data suggest that P. globosa has a defense response that is specific to the
feeding capability of the predator detected. However, other studies have found that cues from
copepods actually cause increases in colony size in P. globosa (Tang, 2003) and in P.
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antarctica (Tang et al., 2008). Further research is required to draw a connection between predatorinduced morphological responses and corresponding benefits conferred to Phaeocystis sp., and to rule
out other explanations for this phenomenon besides defense (e.g. the involvement of predatorassociated microbes or nutrients).
The putative defense response in Phaeocystis sp. was slow in comparison to that observed in
this study for E. huxleyi, with morphological changes in Phaeocystis sp. observed only after 3-5 days
of predator cue exposure. I observed no obvious morphological changes in E. huxleyi after predator
exposure. Combined with the rapid (≤24 hr) activation of a response to predators in haploid E. huxleyi
under conditions with minimal growth, this suggests that the E. huxleyi defense may have a
behavioral or chemical mechanism.
Because haploid E. huxleyi are motile, a change in swimming behavior is a plausible defense
mechanism that could be quickly activated upon detection of predators. On microscope slides, I
observed that flagellated haploid cells generally moved in a tight spiral pattern, although swimming
patterns may differ in cultures and in situ. Reduced swimming velocity and more convoluted
swimming patterns both reduce encounter rates with predators (Visser and Kiorboe, 2006). The
presence of copepod grazers apparently induce slower swimming speeds in two cell chains of the
dinoflagellate Alexandrium tamarense, although the direct effect of selective predator feeding was a
confounding factor (Selander et al., 2011). However, S. acuminatum is a cruising suspension-feeding
predator (rather than an ambush predator like many copepods), and the S. acuminatum swimming
velocity is orders of magnitude larger than that of E. huxleyi; under these conditions prey swimming
velocity has only a small effect on predator-prey encounter rates (Broglio et al., 2001; Wolfe, 2000).
Perhaps the most likely mechanism for the defense system found in haploid E. huxleyi is
chemical. Chemical defenses include both predator deterrents and toxins. In order to be an effective
and evolutionarily selectable defense, predators must respond to defense infochemicals produced by
phytoplankton by avoiding ingestion of the producer cell and, if available, switching to a more
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palatable prey species. The community-wide release of a toxic or generally inhibitory compound does
not qualify as an evolutionarily selectable defense system. In this case, the prey cell that released the
compound would obtain no evolutionary benefit unless predation on nearby genetically identical or
related cells was reduced (Pohnert et al., 2007; Thornton, 2002). This is unlikely because
phytoplankton populations are often very genetically diverse (reviewed by Medlin et al., 2000).
Indeed, E. huxleyi populations have been shown to be far from mono-clonal, even during blooms
(Iglesias-Rodriguez et al., 2006; Medlin et al., 1996). In addition, any net benefit of this type of
“community defense” to a group of genetically-related cells would be reduced if competitors also
benefitted, which I would expect with the release of a generally inhibitory compound into the
environment (Lewis, 1986). A similar argument applies to phytoplankton cells that produce internal
toxins effective only after they are ingested; in this case, prey cells receive no benefit for potentially
costly toxin production unless predators can recognize and avoid ingesting them (Pohnert et al., 2007;
Wolfe, 2000).
Under the above arguments, an evolutionarily selectable chemical defense must involve
infochemical signals that are directly associated with the cell producing them. In a low Reynolds
number environment (dominated by viscous forces), as experienced by plankton on the scale of <1 to
200 m, chemical information travels by diffusion and advective laminar flow (Wolfe, 2000). Thus,
the dynamics of chemical defense for plankton this size are expected to occur on small temporal and
spatial scales. Infochemicals important for mediating microzooplankton predation may exist on the
prey cell surface or be released into the boundary layer or “phycosphere” around the cell, creating a
concentration gradient to which predators can respond directionally (Pohnert et al., 2007). In fact, the
lack of a strong defense response in diploid E. huxleyi could be related to the presence of coccoliths
obstructing predator access to infochemicals on the cell surface. The defense mechanism observed in
haploid E. huxleyi could well be expressed by the diploid phase, except that masking by coccoliths
prevents predators from receiving the signal.
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Chemical defenses may be common in the phytoplankton, but only in a few species has an
inducible chemical defense system been clearly demonstrated. One of the most widely studied
defense systems in the phytoplankton is the production of paralytic shellfish toxins (PST) by the
dinoflagellate Alexandrium minutum. Waterborne cues from copepods can induce A. minutum to
increase intracellular PST content within 3 days. Predator-exposed A. minutum cells with higher PST
content are also ingested by copepods at a ~15% lower rate than naïve cells when offered in a prey
mixture that included a non-toxic dinoflagellates species, suggesting that copepods are capable of
perceiving and responding to some indicator of A. minutum toxicity (Selander et al., 2006).
Induced toxin increases in A. minutum occurred over a longer time period than I found for the
defense response in haploid E. huxleyi. In addition, the ~15% reduced ingestion rate observed as a
result of increased toxin production was relatively small compared to the 43% reduction that I
observed for haploid E. huxleyi. Finally, it remains unknown whether PST production in A. minutum
is an effective defense against microzooplankton, which are generally more important predators for
phytoplankton than adult copepods (Calbet and Landry, 2004; Sherr and Sherr, 2002).
I did not investigate possible toxicity of E. huxleyi for S. acuminatum. Qualitative
observations of slides made from 24-hr samples suggested that S. acuminatum tolerated haploid E.
huxleyi well and survived better on this prey than when unfed. I did observe that S. acuminatum fed
diploid cells (both PE and N treatments) seemed to have lower or equivalent survival to S.
acuminatum in the unfed control after 24 hr; however, quantitative growth/survival experiments are
required to investigate possible toxicity.
I propose that the production of a non-toxic predator deterrent infochemical (either on the cell
surface or released into the phycosphere) is the most plausible mechanism for the defense response
observed in haploid E. huxleyi. Microzooplankton predators, even more generalist suspension-feeding
ciliates, are often highly selective in choosing prey (e.g. Christaki et al., 1998; reviewed by
Montagnes et al., 2008 and Martel, 2009). There is strong evidence that protists (including the marine
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dinoflagellate Oxyrrhis marina) have specialized receptors (e.g. lectins) that bind to molecules such
as carbohydrate residues extending from the prey cell surface or small dissolved molecules in the
immediate vicinity of the prey cell, allowing the identification of suitable prey (Kiersnowska et al.,
1988; Martel, 2009; Ricci et al., 1996; Roberts et al., 2011; Vogel et al., 1980; Wootton et al., 2007).
These selection mechanisms could be exploited by phytoplankton that evolve to produce signals
mimicking unsuitable prey, thereby acquiring an effective defense system (a terrestrial analogue is the
Batesian mimicry found in butterflies, see Papageorgis, 1975). If the cost to the predator of choosing
unsuitable prey is higher than the cost of missing suitable prey, this defense strategy could be
evolutionarily stable.
One measure of prey suitability is nutritional quality. Protists can likely detect changes in
prey cell infochemicals associated with nutrient limitation, a strategy for conserving resources that
would be wasted searching for and handling low quality prey (John and Davidson, 2001; Martel,
2009). Indeed, this has been shown for E. huxleyi; ingestion rates of the ciliate predator Strobilidium
sp. depended on the source of nitrogen provided to E. huxleyi and increased with E. huxleyi growth
rate (Strom and Bright, 2009). Finally, the pattern of S. acuminatum ingestion of nitrogen-limited
(f/50-grown) haploid E. huxleyi appears suspiciously similar to the pattern for PE nutrient-replete
(f/2-grown) haploid E. huxleyi, at least between 5 and 30 min (Figure 8B). This observation leads us
to the hypothesis that mimicry of a low nutritional quality state may be the mechanism of defense in
haploid E. huxleyi, an intriguing avenue for further investigation.
Regardless of whether the mode of action of the defense found in haploid E. huxleyi is
mimicry of a nutrient-limited state or some other form of grazing inhibition, DMSP is one candidate
for the signaling molecules involved. Previous researchers suggested a role in phytoplankton
chemical defense when DMS and acrylate (the products of DMSP cleavage by DMSP lyase) were
found to be released during predation and under mechanical damage, although this presumably was
due to mixing of normally compartmentalized enzyme and substrate during cell lysis and would
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confer little advantage to an already damaged or ingested cell (Wolfe and Steinke, 1996; Wolfe et al.,
2002). In addition, E. huxleyi strains with high DMSP lyase activity were found to be grazed by
several ciliates (including Strombidinopsis sp.) and dinoflagellates at lower rates than strains with low
DMSP lyase content, although differing strain nutritional quality and cell size could not be entirely
ruled out as factors (Strom et al., 2003a; Wolfe et al., 1997). I found that both diploid and haploid E.
huxleyi in the present study had similar cellular DMSPp content to the high DMSP lyase strains used
by Strom et al (2003a). Also similar to the present study, predators (Amphidinium longum) were not
deterred from consuming a non-DMSP producing phytoplankton (R. salina) in the presence of high
DMSP lyase E. huxleyi, suggesting again an infochemical signal present on or near the E. huxleyi cell
surface (Strom et al., 2003a). However, no direct connection has yet been made between the DMSPlyase system and predator defense. Still to be ruled out is the possibility that the production of DMSP
or DMS is a general response to stress (with strains with high DMSP lyase activity potentially having
a higher capacity for responding to stress); predators may respond generally to stressed and thus
presumably low quality prey by reducing feeding. There is evidence that DMSP and its enzymatic
products act as osmolytes and effective antioxidants (Sunda et al., 2002). In E. huxleyi, photooxidative stress results in increased cellular DMSP content and increased exudation of DMSP/DMS
(Archer et al., 2010). Nitrogen limitation also increases DMSP lyase activity, resulting in increased
exudation of DMS (Sunda et al., 2007). DMSP/DMS exuded by E. huxleyi into the phycosphere
could act in two non-mutually exclusive ways: 1) as an honest indicator of low prey quality for
predators, and 2) as a signal produced to exploit the discriminatory abilities of predators by capable E.
huxleyi cells during times of low stress, adequate nutrients, and high predation pressure. It remains to
be seen whether production of DMSP and/or DMSP lyase is upregulated or whether DMSP lyase
activity is increased in the presence of predators.
Finally, an interesting aspect of defense induction experiments I and II was the observation
that reduced ingestion rates on PE haploid cells were due mainly to reductions in the number of
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ciliates ingesting a moderate (experiments I and II) or large (experiment I only) quantity of prey
(rather than an even reduction in ingestion rate across all ciliates in the sample). This suggests that
individual ciliates in a population respond differently to infochemicals from E. huxleyi, with those
feeding at a low rate being less sensitive to the induced defense system. Reduced ingestion rates on
PE haploid cells in defense induction experiment I were also in part due to a smaller percentage of
ciliates that were actively feeding, further supporting that ingestion of defended E. huxleyi is not
necessary for infochemical perception by S. acuminatum. This may especially be the case when
ciliate food vacuoles are fuller prior to addition of E. huxleyi prey, as they were in defense induction
experiment I. Ciliates in defense induction experiment II had a slightly different feeding history,
resulting in lower initial vacuole content of the maintenance prey H. triquetra. In this experiment, I
did not observe a lower percentage of ciliates actively feeding on PE E. huxleyi, suggesting that
hungrier ciliates were less discriminating in their choice to feed or not feed.

The role of nutrients

The medium in which E. huxleyi was grown (f/2 vs. f/50) had a large effect on S. acuminatum
ingestion rates. When fed f/50-grown diploid E. huxleyi, S. acuminatum initially ingested it at a
higher rate than f/2-grown diploids, possibly a response to the larger size of this prey (Figure 8A). As
discussed above, sensitivity to prey size is well known in ciliates, and I found evidence that selection
of larger prey cells occurred in this study during the induction phase with f/2-grown diploids.
However, after 10 min, ingestion on the larger f/50-grown diploid cells was reduced to a rate lower
than found on f/2-grown diploids, possibly via some mechanism of prey quality identification that is
slower-acting than selection based on size. Thus it appears S. acuminatum may have multiple
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strategies for selecting prey that can interact in complex ways. In the case of haploid E. huxleyi,
ingestion rates were higher on N cells grown in f/2 than on N cells grown in f/50, as expected,
without the complicating factor of differing cell sizes. My observations of the effects of prey
nutritional quality on predation by this ciliate are in good agreement with previous work (John and
Davidson, 2001; Martel, 2009; Strom and Bright, 2009).
In diploid E. huxleyi, defense responses were small if present and E. huxleyi growth medium
had only a minor impact; f/2-grown diploid cells had a small defense response that was probably
overestimated due to size selection problems during the induction stage, while f/50-grown diploid
cells had no defense response.
I observed a large defense response in haploid E. huxleyi only under nutrient-replete
conditions, with a non-existent or at least substantially delayed defense response when haploids were
grown in f/50 medium. This reduced capacity for defense in high C:N haploid cells suggests two
possibilities: 1) that the defense response is related to mimicking nutrient limitation (as discussed
above) and already nutrient-limited cells cannot produce additional signals indicative of even poorer
prey quality; or 2) the defense response is costly and nutrient-limited cells are unable to spare the
resources required for fast activation. The latter is supported by the observation that biovolume
ingested after 24 hr was lower for PE f/50-grown haploids, which suggests that the defense activation
was simply slower for nutrient-limited cells. My findings are similar to those of Selander et al.
(2008), who found that predator-induced increases in A. minutum PST content did not occur under
nitrogen limitation.
An induced defense is widely assumed to confer a fitness cost; otherwise the defense would
be more advantageous if it were constitutive (i.e. always present regardless of the threat of predation,
Van Donk et al., 2011). The impact of nutrients on this system hints at possible costs to mounting the
defense. In other protists, costs (especially metabolic costs) of induced defenses have been difficult to
quantify (Jakobsen and Tang, 2002; Van Donk et al., 2011). However, a few studies have shown that
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fitness costs associated with induced defenses can be high. Two species of rotifers require higher prey
densities to maintain positive growth after morphological defenses are induced by the presence of a
predator (Aránguiz-Acuña et al., 2011). Predator-induced colony development in the cyanobacterium
Microcystis aeruginosa results in increased sinking rates and reduced photosynthetic efficiency (Yang
et al., 2009).
Although E. huxleyi grown in f/50 was growth limited at least by nitrogen (as evidenced by
high C:N ratios), other nutrients required for defense induction may have also been in short supply.
Clearly, the impact of nutrient availability on defense in haploid E. huxleyi is significant, with severe
implications for community ecology under the common condition of nutrient limitation in the ocean.
The identification of the mechanism of defense, associated cellular machinery, and specific nutrient
requirements are necessary to further our understanding of the impact this defense has on natural
communities and E. huxleyi bloom formation.

Haploid-diploidy and defense

The determination of E. huxleyi strain ploidy throughout this study was complicated by high
variability in the diel cycle of mitosis. I observed partially or totally synchronized cell division during
the 24-hr cell cycle analysis in Sep 2010 and evidence for at least partially synchronous cell division
in Sep 2011 (ploidy check samples, three taken on the same day, Figure 2B). However, the timing of
cell division was extremely variable in both strains over the course of this study, with cell division
apparently occurring at almost any time of day or night in both strains. This was contrary to previous
observations of diel changes in cell size and the timing of doubling in our laboratory (unpublished
data, G. Wolfe, S. Strom) and previous cell cycle analyses of this species (Jochem and Meyerdierks,
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1999; Müller et al., 2008; von Dassow et al., 2009). The reasons for this variability are unknown, but
could be related to the fact that I often sampled cultures in late exponential growth phase during this
study. The cell cycle analysis, in which the expected timing of cell division occurred, was the only
case in which I took samples during early exponential phase.
Although large peaks with DNA content double the amount expected for diploid cells often
existed in strain 3266, I considered this strain to be diploid during all experiments because it was
consistently calcified. An E. huxleyi life-cycle phase with 4N DNA content has not been described
(Green et al., 1995; Klaveness, 1972). I note, however, that stress related to culture senescence may
cause transitions from the diploid to the haploid phase, because I observed a transition to the haploid
morphology in an old culture of diploid 3266 grown in f/2 medium.
I were unable to definitively confirm through flow cytometric DNA analysis that strain 3268
was maintained as completely haploid during this study. The variable cell cycle pattern and reports of
non-calcifying and non-motile diploid E. huxleyi (Green et al., 1995; Klaveness, 1972) make
interpretation of the persistent peak with twice the expected DNA content of haploid E. huxleyi in
G0/G1 phase difficult. However, I conclude that strain 3268 was predominantly haploid during all
experiments in this study due to the observations that: 1) in almost all samples there was a DNA peak
consistent with the haploid phase; 2) all cultures used for experiments in this study had at least some
cells with flagella visible under light microscopy; and 3) in all cultures used for experiments, cells
were evenly distributed throughout the medium rather than settled on the flask bottom (indicating
motility). A notable exception was in defense induction experiment II, where I observed all of the
above except for DNA peaks consistent with haploid cells in G0/G1 phase. Previous researchers have
found both strains 3266 and 3268 to be stable as diploid and haploid, respectively, over the course of
many years (Houdan et al., 2004; von Dassow et al., 2009).
Relative DNA values (averaging 1.9 for 3266 and 1.3 for 3268) were lower than those found
by Houdan et al. (2004) on the same E. huxleyi strains, which were also corrected for I. galbana DNA
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content (3.4 for 3266 and 1.9 for 3268). The reason for this discrepancy is unknown, but may reflect
different I. galbana strains used as standards. Houdan et al. (2004) found that the ratio of 3266:3268
DNA content was 1.8, which was higher than I observed (1.5). Both values are lower than the
expected ratio of 2.0 for diploid to haploid DNA content. One explanation for this may be
interference of the fluorescence signal by coccoliths on the surface of diploid cells, causing DNA
content to be underestimated. Houdan et al. (2004) measured relative DNA content in two life-cycle
phases of four coccolithophore species, of which all except E. huxleyi have coccoliths present in both
phases. In the three species with calcifying haploid and diploid phases, the ratio was higher and
ranged from 2.0 to 2.2 (Houdan et al., 2004). Additionally, during initial tests (data not shown) I
found that 3266 appears more heavily calcified when grown in f/50 medium than in the K medium
used by Houdan et al. (2004), further explaining the discrepancy in these data.
As noted above, I found large differences in defense responses between strains, with the
strongest defense observed in haploid cells grown in f/2 medium. Diploid cells had only a small and
probably overestimated defense response, and only when grown in f/2 medium. By 24 hr, any
possible effects of previous predator exposure had disappeared for diploids. Indeed, S. acuminatum
appeared to drastically reduce or cease ingestion of diploid cells sometime after 30 min, resulting in
smaller amounts of prey remaining inside the vacuoles by 24 hr in all treatments. Ciliates in this
treatment may have contained some prey that had been partially digested and were no longer
fluorescent. However, this decrease in ciliate prey content did not occur for ciliates fed f/2-grown
haploid E. huxleyi or H. triquetra; in these treatments, vacuole prey content continued to increase up
to 24 hr (although only slightly for f/2-grown haploids). Decreasing vacuole content after 30 min in
diploid E. huxleyi treatments could be due to a defense mechanism activated quickly enough to occur
during the test stage, or due to the production of a toxin that caused mortality in S. acuminatum that
had consumed a large number of diploid cells (see above observations of low survival in S.
acuminatum fed diploid E. huxleyi). However, a more likely explanation is simply that diploid E.
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huxleyi (and f/50-grown haploids) is not a good nutritional source and that S. acuminatum simply
stopped or slowed feeding sometime after 30 min.
The different capacities for inducible defense in the two life-cycle phases of E. huxleyi
suggest an important role for the haploid-diploid life cycle in this species. Several hypotheses exist
regarding the origins and maintenance of a haploid-diploid life cycle, the best supported of which is
the evolutionary pressure of a variable or seasonal environment. The existence of two separate spatial
or temporal niches could select for two separate morphotypes in a single species, and it has been
proposed that one of the simpler mechanisms by which this could occur is via development of
morphologically different life-cycle phases (Hughes and Otto, 1999; Mable and Otto, 1998; Stebbins
and Hill, 1980; Thornber, 2006; Valero et al., 1992).
Several examples exist supporting the variable environment hypothesis for the role of
haploid-diploidy in the macroalgae, some of which involve herbivore defenses. In the macroalgae,
life cycles can be extremely complex, and haploid-diploidy is fairly common (especially in the red
algae). In these multicellular species, haploid-diploidy involves the alternation of generations of
multicellular sporophytes (diploid) and multicellular gametophytes (haploid). One model showed that
a haploid-diploid life cycle is favored above both haploid and diploid life cycles and can be stable in
an environment with two niches, as long as competition between the two phases is low (Hughes and
Otto, 1999). This was true even with only slight morphological differences between the phases.
Another model showed that a haploid-diploid life cycle with two very different morphotypes is
favored under a highly seasonal environment (Bessho and Iwasa, 2009). In the genus Iridaea
(Rhodophyceae), the two life-cycle phases are separated spatially and seasonally, and results of
herbivory experiments show that diploid sporophytes are more resistant to grazing (Hannach and
Santelices, 1985). Similarly, Vergés et al. (2008) found that in Asparagopsis armata
(Rhodophyceae), diploid sporophytes had higher chemical defense metabolite concentrations and
were correspondingly less preferred by grazers than were male haploid gametophytes.
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The two phases of E. huxleyi and other coccolithophores are differently adapted to a variety
of environmental and biological factors. The haploid phase of Coccolithus braarudii has a higher
growth rate than the diploid phase under low nutrient conditions (K/100 and K/25 medium), and is
apparently osmo- and phagotrophic while the diploid phase is not (Houdan et al., 2006). The
advantages of haploid vs. diploid cells in low nutrient environments may be due to smaller cell size
(smaller cells are less constrained by nutrient transport problems due to their higher surface area to
volume ratio) and decreased nutritional and energetic requirements for DNA building and
maintenance (Adams and Hansche, 1973; Lewis, 1985). Transcriptome analyses of the two phases of
E. huxleyi have shown extensive differences in gene expression. Haploid E. huxleyi have a more
streamlined metabolism and express genes related to vitamin synthesis and the use of ammonium as a
nitrogen source; these are apparently suppressed in the diploid phase (Rokitta et al., 2011). In
addition, haploid E. huxleyi have ~20% lower transcriptome richness than diploids (von Dassow et
al., 2009). The haploid phase of E. huxleyi, like C. braarudii, may also be more suited to a partially
osmo- or phagotrophic lifestyle, as suggested by my observation of haploid cell growth stimulation
by bacteria. However, the diploid phase exhibited the same trend in this study (although nonsignificant), and Rokitta et al. (2011) found both phases of E. huxleyi to be capable of particle uptake.
In addition to lower nutritional requirements, haploid E. huxleyi are well defended against
marine viruses (Frada et al., 2008; Jacquet et al., 2002) and, as I have demonstrated, have an
inducible defense against one common predator. Why, then, should we expect the diploid phase to
exist at all? In our lab, the haploid strain generally has a slightly higher growth rate than the diploid
strain; however, I generally maintained E. huxleyi in f/50 medium, which potentially limits diploid
growth more strongly than haploid growth for the reasons discussed above. In nature, the diploid
phase may have a higher growth rate under high nutrient upwelling conditions. However, the key
reason for the diploid phase’s success and bloom-forming ability may be its lack of photoinhibition at
high irradiance levels (up to 1000 mol m-2 s-1), allowing it to maintain high growth rates at light
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levels damaging to the haploid phase as well as many other phytoplankton species. Haploid E. huxleyi
begin to show photoinhibition above ~400 mol m-2 s-1 (Houdan et al., 2005).
Taken together, these data suggest that haploid-diploid life cycles involving two
morphologically and physiologically different phases may be effective adaptations to seasonally or
spatially variable environments. In E. huxleyi, the ecological role of the haploid phase has been little
studied but is likely to be extremely important. As a synthesis of the traits that differ between haploid
and diploid phases in this species, I suggest that the role of the diploid phase is rapid growth (and
often bloom formation) during conditions with high or adequate nutrients where this phase can take
advantage of high light inputs by maintaining high rates of photosynthesis. Bloom formation in E.
huxleyi and other species has been suggested to occur via an ecological “loophole,” as defined by
Irigoien et al. (2005), when some perturbation such as nutrient or light input destabilizes a normally
diverse community of small flagellated phytoplankton with high microzooplankton grazing pressure
and a strong microbial loop. A key factor allowing bloom formation under this model is escape from
predation pressure (by out-growing predators, by being too large for predators to consume, by having
a predator defense, or by being a nutritionally poor food source; Irigoien et al., 2005). My results
seem to contradict this model: I found a strong inducible defense system in haploid E. huxleyi, which
is not known to form blooms.
There are many reports of low microzooplankton predation pressure within diploid E. huxleyi
blooms (Fileman et al., 2002; Nejstgaard et al., 1997; Olson and Strom, 2002). Sustained ingestion
(past 30 min, up to 24 hr) of H. triquetra, an ideal food source for S. acuminatum, was much higher
than on diploid E. huxleyi. Studies of tintinnid ciliates give much higher ingestion rates on natural
assemblages and cultured phytoplankton than the maximum I observed for S. acuminatum fed diploid
E. huxleyi. The maximum 0-30 min ingestion rate on diploid cells was 148 m3 ciliate-1 min-1 or 5.3
pg C ciliate-1 min-1 (POC per cell used for conversion), which I expect to be an overestimate of long-
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term (24-hr) ingestion rates. Ingestion rates over a 24-hr period for tintinnids fed cultured
phytoplankton such as I. galbana (converted to ingested carbon min-1 for comparison) ranged from
4.2-13 pg C ciliate-1 min-1 (Verity, 1985). Other tintinnids have been found to have ingestion rates
ranging from 34-900 m3 ciliate-1 min-1 when fed natural phytoplankton assemblages (Capriulo,
1982). Thus, potential ciliate ingestion rates on other prey can be much higher than those I observed
for E. huxleyi. Low nutritional quality of the diploid phase (possibly related to high inorganic carbon
content from coccolith production) may act to protect it from predators, reducing the need for an
inducible defense as observed in the haploid phase and allowing bloom formation under high nutrient
and high light conditions.
Although ingestion rates on naïve haploid E. huxleyi were much lower than on naïve diploid
E. huxleyi (possibly due to their smaller size), predation is likely an important source of mortality for
phytoplankton during non-bloom periods. Flagellated haploid E. huxleyi may be uniquely adapted to
persist during periods or in locations unfavorable to the diploid phase by being small, having a
streamlined metabolism, lower nutritional requirements, and by being well defended against predators
and viruses. In addition, the possible advantages of sexual reproduction (in this case, production of
haploid cells by diploid cells via meiosis or syngamy of two haploid cells to produce a diploid) for
adaptation to stressful or changing environments have been long recognized (e.g. Crow, 1994). Still
unknown are the cues or conditions inducing each phase to undergo sexual reproduction to produce
the other phase, although nutrients have been implicated (Houdan et al., 2004; Houdan et al., 2006;
Green et al., 1996). Sexual reproduction can indeed be important in E. huxleyi populations, as
suggested by Medlin et al. (1996) from RAPD analysis of natural populations. Finally, although I
predict that the importance of the haploid phase in the ecology of E. huxleyi is great, the distribution
and abundance of haploid E. huxleyi in nature is entirely unknown due to the difficulty of
discriminating this phase from other flagellated prymnesiophytes. Much further research is necessary
to explore the role of the two life-cycle phases in the ecology of E. huxleyi.
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Conclusions

I have presented strong evidence for an inducible defense system in haploid E. huxleyi that is
activated within 24 hr and that reduces ingestion by a common ciliate predator by up to ~43%. This is
the first inducible defense system demonstrated within the coccolithophoridae, and one of only a few
known in the marine phytoplankton. I have described a complex set of interacting factors, including
defense, life-cycle phase, and nutritional history, with large consequences for microzooplankton
predation on E. huxleyi and the structure and function of marine ecosystems. Because this species is a
major contributor to biogeochemical cycling, continued research on its interactions with predators is
essential for understanding the functioning of marine communities as sources or sinks for CO2
(Milliman, 1993; Paasche, 2002) and as sources of the climatically active gas DMS (Malin, 1997). I
propose that continued research on this well-characterized species will also result in a working model
of inducible defenses in the phytoplankton. Finally, the question of this species’ success as a common
and bloom-forming phytoplankter may be answered in part by the haploid-diploid life cycle and an
accompanying ability to separate traits for rapid growth/bloom formation and predator defense into
two morphologically distinct phases, allowing this species to enjoy the best of both worlds and a wide
ecological range.
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